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I , 
IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2961 
GEORGE P. WILSON AND LOUISE S. WILSON, 
Appellants, 
versus 
SCHMIDT ~ WILSON, INC., Appellee. 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR. 
. 1 
I 
To the Honorable Chief Justice om,d Associate Justices of .the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia: 
Your petitioners,· George S. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson, 
who were defendants in the petition filed by Schmidt and 
Wilson in the suit of the Savings Bank & Trust Company, 
Guardian for Louise R. Westerhold, v. Louise R. Wester hold, 
an Incompetent, etc., in the Chancery Court of the City of 
Richmond, respectfully represent that they are aggrieved by 
a final decree· entered in the aforesaid suit by the Judge of. 
the Chancery Court of the City of Richmond, Virginia, on the 
8th day of November, 1944, by which decree the Court de-
cided that Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, were entitled 
to commissions on the sale of the property designated as 
3816 Seminary A venue, Richmond, Virginia, and further 
.2• •decreed tha.t George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson 
· were liable. for said commissions and entered judgment 
against .them in the amount of Six Hundred and Seventy-five 
Dollars ($675.00) with interest at six per cent per annum from 
the 8th day of N ovemoer, 1944, until paid. · 
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. , 
STATEMEN'!' OF FACTS. 
On May 2nd, 1944, the Savhlga Bank & frnst Company of 
Richmon.di, Vlrg~ij, qu~li:µeg 11-s gu~rdiaµ ®.d~r CQde ·. Sec- . 
tion 1080(a) of Louise R. Westerhold, an incompetent per-
son, and on June 7th, 1944, a suit was instituted in the afore-
said Court by the Savings Bank <t TnltSt Corn,pany, as Guar-
dian of Louise R. JtV esterhold v. Louise R. Westerhold, an in-
competent, the purpose of said suit being to administer the 
affairs of Louise R. Westerhold a:pcl to sell her real estate, 
known and designated as 3816 Seminary Avenue, Richmond. 
Virginia. 
On May 25th, 1944, before said suit was instituted, the 
Savµigij Bank &; Tru&t Company,. through its President, 
Charles P. Word, listed the prop~rty known and designated 
as 3816 Seminary Avenue, for s·ale with several real estate 
agents in the City of Richmon.cl, one of whom was Schmidt. 
and Wilson, Incorporated, at the price of Sixteen Thousand 
Dollars ($1C\OOO.OO), with the distinct under!;,tandµig that the 
sale of the property was under the control of the Chancery 
Court, where a suit was to be b~ought for that purpose. 
3• •under date of June 28th, 1944, Mrs. Wall.ace Blanks, 
who resides a.t 1510 Westwood Ave1;1µe, Richmond, Vir-
ginia, received from her sister, Mrs. Louise S. Wilson, a let-
ter requesting her to find a home in the City of Richmond 
which could be purchased by the Wilsons. Acting upon this 
~eq-q~st, ¥rs~ Bla.~~ s~arcl;wq the newspapers awl findu.ig a 
dwelling house on Wi4niI.1gton Ave:D:ue, Richmond, Virgi:Q.ia, 
listed by a Mrs. Pleasants, called Mrs.· Pleasants' ~ome, but 
wa.s unable t9 contact h~r there.. :Having notic<3d th~t said 
Btcl.vertis~~ent fotd bee1.1 l~sted · u_nder the., :µ~~~ of S~~i4t 
and Wilso]l,. ~~orporat~d, ¥,rs, Bl~s ca,ll~d them aµd ob-
tamed frolJ;). a gentleman with whom sh~ talke<;l (a :Mr. Ty-
a,on) ~ li~t o~ certa~ properties which they had for s~le in 
the 'Vici:nity Qf Ginter Park an:d North Rtchn.i.on:<;1, ~mo~g 
whicl>. was 3816 Semimiry Aven~~, 
On Th~r~day night, Jun~ 29th, Mrs. Bhtnks. btl~ed with 
¥rs~ Pleasants r~lativ~ to th~ property which she ha:d listed 
for sal~ 1.ll (}inter Pa:rk Sectiop. a1;1,d N9rth Richmo~q, at which 
time· ¥rs~· Blanks stated that -wh~µ the party sb~ w~s talking 
fo:r;- cwn.e tq nic];u::nc;md they WQ~lQ co.~tact l.\[rs. J;>le,asants. 
·On Friday after11.99n, June 30th, ¥rg. Biallks i1.1 co~pap.y 
with hei; niother, rode out S~m,i1;1acy Aven~e, to 3816 and 
ioolred at the·y~rd a:pd through the.winqows of t.h~.W~sterhold 
prop~:rty, which ¥.rs. Blanks re<!Qgnized a.s a hQm.~ in which 
she had visited on s~vei:al QC~~~Qn~. 
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On Saturday, July 1st, M~i:,~ Wilson called Mf$. P.~e~s~t_ij 
~nd :µiade an eµgagem~nt to look Eit the Wiln@gto:p. • Av~ 
4;• :µue property and anything else that sh~ had to shqw tll.at 
afternoon. · 
On Saturcl~y ~Jter1_1oon, J 11ly 1st, l\'lr~. Ple~sa.:nt:::; $owe4 
¥:ra. Wilson and :Mrs. Bl.~~ seve~~l properties, 1_19.~e. of which 
interea,ted Mrs. Wilson. . · 
.. On their way back. they were passi11g 3816 S~mina,cy. Ave .. 
nue when Mrs.. Blanlrs r~nia.rlted to her !3Lst~r: '' ~his prop-
erty is for isal~, it:p.d I k:Qow t4e property.'' At the time she 
requ,est(;3d Mrs. Plea,$ant& t9 drive in. Mrs. Pleasants stated 
that she hl;ld the prop~:rty list~d. b~t could not show it ~~ she. 
did not have the keys. She was asked the price anei: th~Y. 
d:r;-ove into the yip;<f. a:p,d loqked in the windows and, sh~ said 
Sixteen lhou$and ])oll~rs ($16,000.00). JMrs. Wilson imm~-
di~tely :replied th~t the price wa~ prohibitive, a.pd $he would 
:P.Qt be interested in it at thnt price. 
The parties parted shortly theteafter without looking ~~ 
other properties with the u:ndersta:nding on the part of Mrs. 
Wilson and Mrd~ l3lanks thnt if Mr~. :Plea,sants had. oth~~-
properties to show which she· thought thEit Mrs. Wil~o:Q. wou~c;l 
pe interes.te.d in to. please call her as Mrs. WUs.on would leave 
Richmond on Wednesday, July 5th. · 
On the re.turn of Mrs .. Wilson and :Mrs. Blanks to the home 
of Mrs. Blanks, Mrs. Blanks ·s.t~ted fo Mrs. Wilson that the 
Westerhold property was ~ be~utiful' home; ~nd she would 
like to see her become interested in it, to whic~ Mrs. Wilso:n 
replied that at the price it was prohibittve to *her. A£te~ 
5• considerable conversation, Mrs. Blanks calleq. Dr .. Curry, 
a minister in the City of Richmond, she knowing that Dr. 
Curry knew Mrs. Wester hold, to find out ir the property could 
be purchased for less nioney. They learned from him that 
it could be purchased for approximately Thirteen Thot\sand 
D.ollars ($13,000.00) and also that Mr. Charl~s R Wor~, of 
the Savings Bank and Trust Company h~d the prop~rty in 
charge, .this being the first time they kn,ew that the Sa:vings 
Bank & Trust Company was handling the property. This. r~-
sulted in an engagement being made with Mr. Word for the 
next afternoon, July 2nd, to look at the property and an off er 
of Thirteen Thousand Dollars ($13,000.00) being made by 
Mrs. Wilson~ which offer was later iilcreased to Thirte~n 
Thousand and ·FiV'e Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00) and was 
accepted by the Court and the sale confirmed to the Wilsons. 
· on· July 5th the Court ente:r;ed ~ decree appointm.g George . 
E. Haw as Special Commissioner for the purpose of ofle$g 
the property for sale at publie auction artei;· aqverti~g the 
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time, place and _terms in the Richmond News Leail,er for five 
days. The. decree, in addition to public sale, authorized the 
Special Commissioner to submit any private offers obtained 
to the Court for its approval or rejection. 
6• · ~On Saturday, July 1st, Mrs .. Pleasants called the Sav-
ings Bank & Trust Company to get an officer of the bank 
to show the property on Saturday afternoon, at which time 
she talked with Mr. Godsey. 
On Wednesday, July 5th, Mrs. Pleasants called Mrs. Wilson 
and upon learning that Mr. Word had shown them the prop-
erty on Sunday, J·uly 2nd, immediately called Mr. Word rela-
tive to same and requested that he protect her on her com-
missions. 
Mr. Word in showing the property to Mr .. Wilson on Sun-
day asked if they had been interested in the property by a 
real estate agent, to which Mrs. Wilson replied that an agent 
had been by the property with them but had not interested 
them in the purchase of same. 
On the 10th day of July, George E. Haw, who had been ap-
·pointed Special Commissioner and was authorized to receive 
and report to the Court any private offers was . advised by 
the Savings Bank & Trust Company that the Wilsons had 
made the written offer and that they had not been interested 
in the property by a real estate agent. Thereupon, Mr. Ha"' 
made his report to the court submitting the offer of the Wil. 
sons and stating therein that '' this offer is net without any \ 
real estate commissions as it came direct to the Savings· Bank 
and Trust Company without the intervention of any real es-
tate agent'' .. 
Upon this report on July 10, 1944, the .Court entered a de-
cree confirming the sale to George P. Wilson and Louise 
7• •s. Wilson at the price of Thirteen Thousand and Five 
Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00) net. 
After the entry of this decree, on July 15, 1944, Schmidt 
and Wilson, Incorporated, filed a petition in the Chancery 
Court in the instant suit, claiming that they were the pro-
curing cause of the sale to the Wilsons and seeking the pay-
ment of commissions. 
Thereupon, the court stated that it would vacate said de-
cree confirming the sale unless the Wilsons were willing to 
accept the responsibility for paying any commissions which 
might be properly payable to Schmidt and Wilson upon their 
claim as asserted. A decree to that end was entered on July 
15, l.944, as shown by a copy of_ decree, pages 6, T and 8 of 
'M. R. 
Subsequent thereto the case came to be heard upon the 
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petition of Schmidt and Wilson, and the Court, on N oveni- . 
ber 8, 1944,. entered the decree from which an appeal is now 
sought. ( See M. R., page 13.) 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
The Court has fall en into error in putting the Bank in the 
position of ''owner'' of the property. 
The Bank as guardian of the incompetent had no authority 
over her real estate. It could only rent or sell it by order of 
the Court. . 
Recognizing this, it instituted, on July 7, 1944, in the 
Chancery Court, a suit for sale of the real estate •under 
s• the provisions of Section 1080 (a) of the Cpde of Vir-
ginia . 
. Before this, on May 25, 1944, with the . laudable purpose 
·of assisting in a speedy sale, the guardian listed the prop-
erty with Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, and other real 
estate agents at a price of Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,~ 
:000.00), it being fully understood if an offer at that price 
was procured it was subject to the approval of the court in 
which a suit was to be instituted for its sale. . 
These are admitted facts, and, there£ ore, it must be con-
ceded: 
(a) That the Bank did not and could not stand in the shoes 
of an owner. 
(b) That the Bank as. guardian had no authority to employ 
agents for the sale of the property at any price. 
(c) That the Bank could not bind itself or any one to pay 
.a commission for the sale of the property. . · 
. (d) .That the agent; knowing that such offer, if procured, 
would have to be submitted to the court, knew that in seeking ' 
a sale of the property it was acting as a volunteer and· had 
no contractual right to a commission in any event; but on the 
:other hand .that it could. only receive a commission in the event 
it submitted an. acceptable offer to the Court and the Court 
allowed a commission. · 
9• •Wherefore, the petitioners assign the following . as 
error: 
. (1) That the Savings Bank & Trust Company had no au-
thority to list the ·property tor sale, and that their action in 
doing so was voluntary and the agents with whom they listed 
the property were mere volunteers. 
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. (2) That _Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, did not com-
ply with the terms of the contract of ·listing and were not the 
procuring cause of the sale. 
ARGUMENT. 
I. 
There was no contract express or implied authorizing 
Schmidt and Wilson to offer the property for sale. 
This Court said in Leicht-Benson Corporation v. Stone ct_ 
-Company, 138 Virginia, page 511, at page 514: 
It is impossible to recon~ile either the expressions of tha 
courts or the various cases involving the commissions of real 
estate brokers, and it would be a thankless and unprofitable 
task to review a limited number of the cases. There are, how-
ever, certain fundamental rules which are everywhere recog-
nized even if it may appear that they have not always been 
observed. One of these rules is that such a broker can only re-
cover commissions· by virtue of a contract, express or implied, 
with the owner, and ooother is that the broker entitled to com-
missions must show that he is the procuring cause of the sale. 
Did Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, have a contract, ex-
press or implied, to sell or offer for sale the property in ques-
tion! 
10• •The facts relative to the listing of the property with 
Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, are as follows: 
Louise R. Westerhold was the owner of the prop~rty known 
as 3816 Seminary Avenue, Richmond, Virginia. She became 
incapacitated to · transact her own business and the Savings 
Bank & Trust Company of Richmond, Virginia, on May 2nd, 
1944, qualified as her guardian under the provisions of Sec;,-
tion 1080 (a) of the 1942 Code of Virginia and immediately 
took over her estate. The Bank as guardian, without au-
thority from the court, on May 2ijth, 1944, listed the incom-
petent's dwelling house, known as 3816 Seminary Avenue, 
with several real 'estate·firms, one of whom was the defend-
ant in error at the fixed price of Sixteen Thousand Dollars 
($16,000.00). At the time of the listing, it was understood by 
the agents that any offer procured from the aa:ents would be 
submitted to the Chancery Court in a suit which was tq be 
brought for the sale of the property. · 
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Under the provisions of th~ Virginia law, the bank had no 
authority to sell or list with. real estate brokers the property 
in question, and therefore the Bank in listing .the property for 
sale was acting as a mere volunteer; and the defendant in 
error in accepting said listing and offering the property for 
sale was acting as a volunteer. Under the decisions of this 
Court a volunteer is not entitled to com.missions on the sale 
of property. 
Besides this, the agents fully understood that any offer pro-
cured would have to be submitted to the Court. 
11• •on June 7, 1944, the Savings Bank & Trust Company 
as guardian of Louise R. Westerhold, instituted, in the 
Chancery Court of the City of Richmond, Virginia, a suit un-
der the provisions of Chapter 217 of the Code of Vh;ginia 
for the purpose of selling the dwelling· house of. Louise R. 
Westerhold, an incompetent, known and designated as 3816 
Seminary Avenue, and by decree entered on the 5th day of 
July, 1944, George E. Haw was appointed Special Commis-
sioner to offer for sale at public auction after advertising the 
time, place and terms five times in the Richmond News Leader, 
subject to the confirmation of the Court, the property in ques-
tion. He was also authorized .to receive private offers and 
to submit them to the Court. Up until the entry of this de-
cree no one had authority to sell or offer for sale the prop-
erty in question, and after the entry of the afore said decree 
only George E. Haw, Special Commissioner, had such au-
thority; and any other person or corporation, in offering said 
property for sale, were acting as volunteers and would there-
fore not be entitled to commissions. Therefore, Schmidt and 
Wilson, Incorporated,· acting under the listing from the Bank, 
which -the Bank had no authority to make, were volunteers 
and as such not entitled to commissions as brokers. See 
Leicht-Benson Corporation v. Stone and Company, supra, at 
page 514, wherein the Court said: · 
It is unnecessary to cite authority for·the rule that a mere 
volunteer cannot recover commissions simply because he 
12• introduced the •customer who finally bought from the 
owner, for the owner cannot be held for commissions 
unless he has expressly or impliedly made himself liable there-
for. • * '* 
The Cou,rt therefore erred in. holding that Schmidt and 
· Wilson, Incorporated, were entitled to commissions on the 
· sale ofthi~ property to the petitioners, George P. Wilson and 
Louise s~ Wilson. 
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II . 
. Schmidt and Wi1son,Jncorporated, not the procuring cause 
of the sale. 
The Court erred 1n holding that Schmidt and Wilson, In-
corporated, com.plied with the· contract of listing and were 
the procuring cause of the sale and the ref ore entitled to com-
missions.. . 
Conceding, for the sake of argument, that th~ barik had 
,authority to make a contract of listing of the property in 
question with Schmidt .and Wilson, Incorpori:ited, then we 
.must consider: first, what were the terms of the contract; sec-
ond, did Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, comply with these 
terms by procuring a purchaser ready, willing and able to 
. p.urchase the property upon those terms. . 
FIRST. There can be no question in the mind of the Co"Q.rt 
.that the contract of listing was at a specific price of Sixteen 
Thousand Dollars ($16,000.00) and: not a general listing. 
· .13411 *The evidence of Charles P. Word is, we think,. con-. 
elusive on that point. Mr. Word testified as follows on 
pages 45 and 46 of M. R.: 
Q. Mr. Word, did you as president of that bank, list that 
-property with any real estate agents in the City of Richmond 
for sale! 
· A. We did with a number of agents. . 
Q. At what price did you list itt 
A. $16,000.00. . . · . 
Q. Was that property listed with Schqrldt & Wilson, Inc/I 
A. I think it was. 
Q. At what price was it listed with them Y 
A. The same price, $16,000.00. . · 
Q. Did you or did yon not on one occasion in ·the presence 
of Mr. Tys~>n and.a~ Mr. Tyson's request show this prope·rty 
to some prospective purchaser who was being carried there 
by. Mr .. Tyson of Schmidt & Wilson f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you tell whether or not at tliat time you had to re-
iterate to Mr. Tyson what the list price of this property was f 
A. Yes, sir. At that time· he was showing it· to some gen-
tle~an from New York and the gentleman asked him what was 
the price o:tt the property and he said $15,000.00. I said, "Mr. 
Tyson, you are wrong; $16,000.00 is the price''. I · said, 
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"Where did you get that price from Y" and he said, "Mr. 
. Schmidt gave me that price''. . . 
14• IJl<Q. Diet. you ever give Mr.· Schmidt and Mr. Tyson or · 
Mrs. Pleasants any price less than $16,000.00Y 
A. No, sir. 
We can, the ref ore, say that the property was listed at the 
specific price of Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000.00) and 
not a general listing. 
SECOND: Having disposed of the question of the type of 
contract of listing, we can now consider the second question. 
Did Schmidt & Wilson comply with the terms of the listing 
and procure a purchaser ready, wµling and able to pm;chase 
at Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000.00) 7 
The burden of proof is upon the defendant in error,_ that is 
Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, to prove that they had a 
purchaser ready, willing and able to comply with the terms 
of the listing, and in order to show this, they introduced Mrs. 
Bessie Pleasants, their representative, who nowhere in her 
evidence testified that the Wilsons were ready, willing and 
able to pay the price of Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000) 
for the property. She testified that Mrs. Blanks appeared in-
terested in the Westerhold property in a coversation she had 
with Mrs. Blanks ( which Mrs. Blanks denied) on Friday_ nigh,t, 
June 30th, 1944. Yet on Saturday, she did not mention the 
property to Mrs. Wilson, and only on the suggestion of Mrs. 
Blanks, who suggested, while in the act o.f passing the prop-
erty, that they ride in to see it. Is this the action of a real 
estate broker? 
15• *Further, she did riot follow up her lead, but 
waited until July 5th before she again called and accord-
ing to Mr. Word be stated to Mr. Godsey that he would be out 
of town on Saturday, not over the week-end, as Mrs. Pleasants 
testified. 
Nowhere in the evidence of Mrs. Pleasants is it shown that 
she was the procuring cause or that she complied with thE' 
contract of listint? and produced a. purchaser ready, willinl? 
and able to purchase at Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16.000). 
On the contrary, it is very evident that when Mrs. Wilt:ton 
stated to Mrs. Pleasants on July 5th, 1944, while on the prem-
ises that the price ·of Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000) 
was prohibitive and that she would not be interested in any 
house at that price that Mrs. Pleasants lost interest in at-
tempting to sell her the Westerhold home. · 
'rhe testimony of both Mrs. Blanks and Mrs. Wilson is con-
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elusive of-the fact that Mrs. Wilson was not interested in any 
property at the price of Sixtee1t Thousand Dn.llars ($16,000). 
Mrs. Blank testiried as· follows on pages 61-63 of M. R.: 
' I • • ~ • " ' 
Q. During that conversation while you were out riding. and 
looking_ at houses did Mrs. Pleasants ever mention to you that 
they represented 3816 Sei;ninary .A:venu~ Y · · · ·- · -
·, .A. Not' until,'we went· by it. 
Q. Now how did that happen to be brought into the con-
versation Y · • 
A. When we got to that part of Semi.JJ.ary Avenue I made 
the remark that house was for sale and· MI:~. Pleasants said, 
"Yes·,: we have that house", and, I said, "Could we see iU-'? 
· She said, "No, I can't show··it to you; I- don't •have 
16«< the keys. Some bank is handling it". I said, "Mother 
: and I went back there yest~rday aft(3rnoon· to see 'the 
place and we could at;'leas_t go ·in the yard· arid. see it''. . ... 
. · Q. -So you· rode into the yard.Y · · · · 
.A. Rode -into· the back! yard.· and went up on the porch and 
looked in the windows. 
· Q. ·Now, did Mrs. Pleasants name any price for that prop-
erty 7 · · -' · · ·· ' · · · - - · · , 
· '.A.. $16,000.00. 
Q. · Did 'your sister make any statement as to whether or 
not. ;she was interested at that price·, . 
A. She ·couldn't be interested' at that price. 
Q~ Did·sh~ iell"Mts. Pleasa~ts that at the time? 
A.· Yes. · · · · · · · · · '· · · · · · 
Q., Then what happened. after that with reference to 3816 
Seminary Avenue Y . -· · · 
·· A. we:asked Mrs. Pleasants if she had anything more to 
show us, anything else, that'· ·We· ·were ve'ry' anxious to find 
something ·in ·that·· section and· she··iooked over'her "list" and 
we'· discussed' several numbers '-of·- houses we had seen or had 
not seen and she spoke about-asked again if we woulq b'e in-
terested· ·in '·3816· Seminary· :.A.veime an<l Louise told her· the 
price; was· prohibitive. ·Then-I said; ''Look when you get 
,.: . ·home and see if'you have anything else and call us ·be-
17•_ cause: Mrs. ·wnson · wr1I: have. 'to' le.av~ bere on Wednes-
. · day"'. ·· · · · ·· · · · ·· · ; · 
Q. Did Mr~. Ple~sants c~}l you b~fore W:ednes~ay? 
A. ,She did nof. · · · · · · · · \ · ' 
Q.: · When ·-was · the first. time after you all left ]\frs. Pleas-
ants: that ··slie .. called you Y · · :. • ' : - · · 
A. She called on Wednesday. I :wasn't at home; she·talked 
to my sister~' . : i ' • . 
Geo. P. ai;id, ~ouise S. W~on. -v. Scl;wrl._dt & Wilson, Inc. ~t 
. Q. ~-0;w,-_Iet's s~op
1 
~ig~t t4~re. wi~h r~f~re:Q.~e .. to. tb~t. How 
~~,4 yq~ s~st~r b~~on1,e m~~res~e_d 1:r;i. 3816 S~mmacy Aven\(_e 
a~d hqw did- spe find out wha,t b~;k tQ. g·o t.o. t.o see about the 
pr9p~~tyf · · 
,4.. S.a.tu~df!Y aj:t~lllQPn. w.hen M;~s~ Pleas~:q.ts. tqpk. 1JJ3: hmne 
we were talking over the diff.~~nt. hQµ~~s. we, }J.ad. s~~n and. I 
told her I woulcl like to see her become interested in the 
We~te;rh<>ld hQJD.~ be_c~u~~ l ~ew.i~ a:Q.d sh~ said, ·"I co.Jtlc;ln't 
p~y ~ny such p~ic~ as_ that"; a;n<;"t,I s~ip, "I w.oµder who cowd 
t~ll u~ someth~ng, aqput t~at hou~_~, w},-9 is handling it''. Mrs. 
Pl~~s_aµts. sjmply said a. bank wa5: himQling it. I c~lled a in~-
tu~l friend qi~~~' a. ]){r. Curry, aµµ asked him if he knew 
anytJ:rlng. about. t4~. prop~rty aµd, told hµn the pri~~ that ha$) 
be~n quoted 1 tp us: and. I! s~i~, "Do you. tlµµk we coµld g~l it 
for anything less than. thllU" He s.aiq., "I think you could". 
I sai<:l, '' Who GOrilq. we talk.. to .. abo~t iU '': He sajd, '' Y (?U call 
Mr. Word". I sai4, "Oh, y~s, 1 k:qpw Mr .. Word". l;Ie. said, 
"He Qan giv.~ you, w:11~t informatip~, you need". So. I talke~ 
to him on, th~ t~ep~one $aturd~y night and told. him I 
1s• understood:he had the house *and·asked:if he could show 
it. to u~. H~. said he wo~lcli b~ .glad to show it to, us. if 
we could, meet-. at. a convenient. time. 
• : • • • • • • J \ • • • 
Mrs. Wilson tes~i:fied a~. follows. on pages 73, 74 and1 75 
M 'R·'. ,, . 'I .,_. .·',·- ' . .. 
Q. Did. Mrs. Plea~ants su~mit any pri~e to you and, if so, 
w.b,at pri~e r . . ' - . 
A: $16;000.00. · 
Q. Wliat' did -yo1,1 tell Mrs. Pleasants t 
A. I told:her I wasn't-interested in any home at $16,000.00; 
it was pro~ibitive. . . . 
· 'Q. ·Wh¢.n· clid,yo1,1 become interested:in it later! 
A." WeTI;late that afternoon or that night my sister. and· I 
were talliiii; over' the homes we had.· seen and. she: said she 
would like·to see me become interested,in this 8816 Seminary 
··Avenue; that she had)een in it- and· it ~as lovely .i;tslde~ and 
I told htfr' the price was entirely too much for me. She. said, 
'' W el\,. I w:ill cal~ a. friend of mine wh~ knew Mrs. W es!er~old 
and. see what, he _thinks. about the place".-
~ . . ,, . - . .. . - - . .. 
, Charles P. Word, Pres~dent of the ~~vings Bank & Trust 
Co:r;npairy;· c·orrob9rate4 the testimony of both M;rs~ Blanks 
and Mrs~ Wil_~pn~ wJi~!ei.~ he_testi:fie~·a.s foll.ows:. 
' Q. Th~n after you s~o~ed the prop~rty:w:ha~ ~hap_pen~d next 
in connection with iU Was any '.(>rice given to them Y ·• 
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A. No. They asked me.what the price of the property 
_19• •was and I told them $16,000.00 and Mrs. Wilson said, 
"My husband didn't authorize me to pay over $13~~ 
000.00'', and asked if the bank would be interested in that. I 
told her I didn't know, but I would be glad to ask the com-
mittee if they would be interested. 
The testimony of George P. Wilson corroborates that of 
his wife, sister-in-law and Mr. Word in that he stated that 
they would not be interested in any property at the price of 
Sixteen Thousand Dollars {$16,000.00); that he had author-
ized his wife to go -·as high as Eleven ($11,000.00) or Twelve 
Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00), but upon investigation he was 
willing to go as high as Thirteen Thousand Five Hundred 
. Dollars ($13,500.00) for this particular property. 
The evidence in this case is conclusive that the Wilsons 
.would not have purchased this property at the price of Six. 
teen Thousand· Dollars ($16,000.00), and therefore the banB 
did not prevent Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, from sell-
ing to the Wilsons at Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000). 
Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, the broker, has therefore 
failed to comply with the terms of the contract of listing, and. 
is therefore not entitled to commissions. 
In the case of Long v. Flory, reported in 112 Virginia, page 
721, at page 723, the Court said: 
The governing principle in this class of cases is clearly and 
succinctly stated in the syllabus by the court to Parker v. Na-· 
tional Mut. Bldg. J; L . .A.ss'tz., 55 W. Va. 134, 46 S. E. 811, 
as follows: ''Under a special contract between an owner 
of real estate and an agent for the sale thereof, on com-
mission, at a price agreed upon, the agent cannot re-
20• cover his •commission without proving that he has ac-
tually mad~ a sale at the price stipulated, unless it ap-
pear that his principal has wrongfully prevented the making 
of a sale at such price, which would have been made but for 
his interference, or has waived the strict performance of the 
contract." 
In that case the court, after stating that the plaintiff's con-
tract for commissions was upon condition that he should sell 
the property, or procure a purchaser, at a price in excess of 
·$3,000, observes: "It may have been a hard contract, and 
the plaintiff may have entered into it under a· misai;>prehen-
sion of the law, but that cannot relieve him from the terms 
of his contract. In order to recover, he is bound to show com .. 
plian~e with it. This he has utterly failed to do, ·so far as 
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the evidence shows, for he does not pretend to show that he 
procured a purchaser for the property, or made a sale of it, 
at a price which under his contract would have entitled him .to 
commission.'' 
The law, as set out in the above quotation, has been fol-
lowed in this state. See the case of Leicht-Bens on Corpora-
tion v. Stone and· Company, supra, pages 514,. 515, 516 and 
517. Mitchell v. Hughes, 143 Virginia, page 393 at page 401, 
the court's opinion is as follows : 
In Long v. Flory, 112 Va. 721, 72 S. E. 72S, in which a broker 
was denied commissions, it is said: '' The1·e is really no con .. 
flict of evidence· on the controlling features of tlie agreement. 
between the plaintiffs and the defendant. The former were 
not to have a commission for a sale at any price, but the price 
was fixed at $16,000 ; and unless and until a sale was effected 
at that sum ( or, at least, until a purchaser had been pro-
cured who was ready and able to pay the price named), no 
claim to commissions could arise. Long would, therefore, 
have been within his rights if he had sold his farm directly 
to Cline for $15,500, unless, of course, in so doing he had 
thwarted a sale to him by the plaintiffs for $16,000. And 
there is absolutely no evidence of such interference.'' 
21 • • ( 2) The governing principle in this class of cases 
is stated in Parker v. National Mut. Building~ L . .Ass'n, 
55 W. Va. 134, 4€ S. E. 811, as follows : ''Under a special 
contract between an owner of real estate and an ag~nt for 
the sale thereof, on commission, at a price agTeed upon, the 
agent cannot recover his commission without proving that he 
has actually made a sale at the price stipulated, unless it ap-
pear that his principal has wrongfully prev~nted the making 
of a sale. at such price, which would have been made but for 
his interference, or has waived the strict performance of the 
contract." 
These cases are cited with approval and followed in the 
recent case of Leicht-Benson Corporation v. Stone & Oo., 138 
Va. 511, 121 S. E. 883. 
In Sibbald v. Bethlehem Iron Co., 83 N. Y. 378, 38 Am. Rep. 
441, 9 A. L. R. 1199, note, this is said, referring to such spe-
cial contracts where the agent has no exclusive right to sell: 
'' He .loses the labor and effort which were staked upon suc-
cess. And in such event it matters not that, after his failure 
and the termination of his agency, what he bas done proves 
.of use and ·benefit· to the princip'al, in a multitude of cases 
that must necessarily result. He may have introduced· to 
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each other parties who otherwise would have never met; he 
may have created impressions which,. under later and moro 
favorable circumstances, naturally lead to and materially as-
si~t in the consummation of a sale; he may have planted the 
very seed from which others reap the harvest; but all that 
g·ives him no claim. It was part of his risk that, failing him-
self-not successful in fulfilling his obligation-others might 
be left to some extent to avail themselves of the fruit of his 
labors.'' 
Also Patton v. Garnett, 147 Virginia, page 1009; Clark v. 
Cosby, 154 Virginia, 257 at page 278. 
There is absolutely no evidence in this case that· the bank 
in any way prevented the broker from selling· at the price of 
Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($16,000.00). There is ample evi-
dence to show that the purchasers would not have *pur-
22* chased this property from anyone for Sixteen Thousand 
Dollars ($16,000.00). 
The Honorable Trial Judge in his opinion finds that this 
was a listing at a specific price, to-wit, Sixteen Thousand 
. Dollars ($16,000.00) and clearly states the rule of law ap-
plicable thereto, but immediately thereafter contradicts the 
rule of law by saying that if the owner sells to the broker's 
client at a lesser price this modifies the listing and the owner 
is liable for commissions. This court has nof held that to be 
the law, and the Trial Court did not cite any law to substanti-
ate that opinion. 
We again call" the Court's attention to the case of Long v. 
Flory, supra. 
In the next paragraph of the opinion the Court states that 
the rule of specific listing at a named price applied to cases 
where no sale· was actually effected. From the fore going 
statement the court is apparently, without citing any au-
thority, attempting to build up a case for commissions. The 
Court has not cited a single case where under ·a listing at a 
specific price the owner refused to sell and there was any ques-
tion about commissions. 
The Court, in attempting to differentiate between this case 
and the four cases referred to in his opinion, fails to cite the 
case of Long v. Flory, supra, wherein the facts were 
23* similar to the case at bar, except that a greater •period 
of time elapsed between the showing bv the broker and 
the sale by the owner. There was no evidence in the case 
that the listin~ had been revoked or that the brokers had dis-
continued their efforts to make the sale to Cline, or that an 
excban~e was made, or that the owner did not know of the 
agent's dealings with Cline. . 
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The fact that the bank had listed the property with Schmidt 
and Wilson, Incorporated, at a specific price qid not prevent 
the bank in good faith from attempting to sell the property 
subject to· the approval of the Court. Bee Pa.tton, et als., v. 
Garnett, 147 Virginia, page 1009, at page 1017., wherein the 
Court, in quoting Judge Prentis' opinion, said: 
'' In the absence of deceit or fraud on the part of the owner, 
the broker is entitled to no commissions unless he finds such 
a purchaser, and such a special contract should not restrain 
the owner from seeking, in good faith, to find a purchaser 
for his property on different terms.'' The views expressed 
by Judge Prentis jn his opinion show disth:ictly that what 
is mean by fraud and lack of good faith was such conduct 
on the part of the owner as to show an intent to deprive the 
agent of his commission~, although he had or was abo'll;t to 
procure a purchaser at the stated price. Under the doctrine 
announced in the opinion (pages 516-17 [121 S. E. 883] ), Gar-
nett here was clearly justified in revoking the agency and sell-
ing directly to Mitchell, as by so doing he in no way inter-
fered with the performance of their undertaking by the agents. 
As there said (page 515 [121 S. E. 884] }.: '' A broker is never 
entitled to commissions for failing to perform his contract. 
To entitle him to his commissions he must succeed, and he 
takes the entire risk of failure for his reward comes only as 
a consequence of his success. He may devote his time and 
labor and expend 'his money with ever so much devotion to 
the interests of the owner, and yet if he fails to procure a 
purchaser, abandons his efforts, or his authority is fairly 
24* and in good faith terminated, he *does not earn his com-
missions. '' 
CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons heretofore advanced, it is respectfully 
submitted that the decree of November 8th, 1944, entered by 
the Trial Court is erroneous and should be refused, reversed 
and remanded. 
The ref ore, your petitioners pray that a writ of error or 
an appeal be granted to them, that a s'upersedeas be awarcl~d, 
that said decree be annulled and set aside, and that a final de-
cree -be entered by this Court dismissing the petition ·of 
Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, or if a final decree be not 
entered this case be remanded for a new. trial. 
Notice is hereby given that this petition will be filed with 
the Clerk of· this Court at Richmond, and that counsel for 
George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson desire to state· orally 
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the reasons for refusing the judgment complained of, and that 
they will adopt the foregoing petition as their opening brief 
in this Court . 
. A copy of this petition was delivered to M. Roderick. Da-
;ris, Vice-President of Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, on 
the 5th day of January, 1945. 
GEORGE P. WILSON and 
LOUISE S. WILSON, 
By H. M. RATCLIFFE, 
GEO. E. HAW. 
25"' f/lWe, George E. Haw and H. M. Ratcliffe, attorneys 
at law, practicing in the Circuit Court of Appeals of 
Virginia, do hereby certify that in our opinion it is proper. 
that the decree complained of should be reviewed and re-
versed by this Honorable Court. 
Received January 6, 1945. 
H~ M. RATCLIFFE, 
GEO. E. HAW. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
January 17, 1945. Appeal and supersedeas awarded by tht 
Court. Bond '$1,000. 
. M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Judge of the Chancery Court of the City 
· of Richmond, the 8th day of November, 1944. 
BE IT REMEMBERED, that heretofore, to-wit: On the 
5th day of July, 1944, in the cause then pending under the style 
of Savings Bank and Trust Company, Guaraioo of Loui'8e R. 
Westerhold v. Louise R. W esterhola, an Incompetent, and 
.A.nne R. Wartier, the following decree was entered: 
This cause 'Came on this day to be .again heard upon the 
pa.pe'rs formerly read and upon the report of John Howard, 
Commissioner in Chancery of this court1 filed herein on the 
Ueo. P. and Louise S. Wilson v. Schmidt & Wilson, Inc. 17 
21st day of June, 1944, and upon the evidence therewith re .. 
turned and was argued by counsel. 
It appearing to tne Court that the report of John Howard, 
Commissioner, has lain in the Clerk's Office of this Court 
for a period of ten days and that no exceptions have been 
taken thereto; and it further appearing from said report and 
from the depositions therewith filed that the Savings Bank 
a;nd Trust Uompany of Richmond, Virginia, pursuant to an 
order of this Court entered on May 2, 1944, has duly qualified 
as guardian for Louise R. Wester hold, an incompetent; that 
if Louise R. Westerhold were dead intestate her only heir 
and nearest of kin would be Anne R. Warner; that all proper 
parties are before the Court; that Louise R. Wester-
page 2 } hold is now, by reason of .sickness, confined to a 
nursing home; that she has no personal estate which 
can be used for her necessities; that the only real estate which 
she owns· in the State of Virginia is a house and lot in the 
section of the City of Richmond known as Ginter Park, num-· 
ber 3816 Seminary A venue, which bas an annual rental value, 
if placed in good repair, of approximately Twelve Hundred 
Dollars .($1,200.00) per year, and of which the fee simple 
value is between Thirteen Thousand ($13,000.00) and Four-
teen Thousand Dollars ($14,000.00), and upon which the only 
lien consists of the taxes for 1944, in the amount of Two 
Hundred and Seventy-four Dollars ($274.00); that it is neces-
sary for the maintenance and support of the said Louise R. 
Westerhold that said property be sold; that it is clearly 
shown, independently of any admissions in the answers, that. 
her interest will be promoted by the sale thereof and the use 
of the proceeds for her necessities; and the Court being of 
opinion that the rights of no person will be violated thereby; 
the Court doth confirm said report and in conformity there-
with doth adjudg·e, order and decree that the said real estate 
of Louise R. Westerhold be sold, and that the proceeds there-
from be applied as the Court in this cause may order for her 
support and maintenance; and to that end doth appoint 
George E. Haw as Special Commissioner, who shall after. 
having advertised the time and place and terms of sale for a 
period of five days by three insertions. in some newspaper 
published in the City of Richmond offer for sale at public 
auction the real estate of Louise R. Westerhold, consisting 
of the property 3816 Seminary Avenue, upon terms 
page 3 ~ of one-third cash and the· balance at one and two 
years, or for all cash if the purchaser shall so elect. 
Tn the event the purchase is not for cash the purchaser shall 
,l<1posit in the Savings Bank and r:,::'rust Company to the credit 
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of this Court in this cause the cash payment and also the 
notes for the def erred payments, bearing interest at the rate 
of six per centum from date, the title to be retained until the 
~ntire purchase price has been paid and the . conveyance is 
ordered by the court; and in the event the purchase is for all 
cash, then the purchaser shall deposit the whole thereof in 
the said bank to the credit of the Uourt as aforesaid. 
The said Special Commissioner is also authorized to seek 
a private sale of said property, but no offer received shall be 
.accepted until same has been submitted to and approved by 
this Court. 
Inasmuch as no money will come into the hands of the Spe. 
cial Commissioner, it is ordered that he be allowed to act with. 
out bond or security. 
REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMISSIONER FILED IN 
COURT UNDER DECREE OF JULY 10, 1944 .. 
To the -Honorable Brockenbr_ough Lamb, Judge of the Chan-
ce1y Court of the City of Richmond: 
Your undersigned Special Commissioner reports that pur-
suant to the provisions of the decree heretofore entered iri 
this cause on the 5th day of July, 1944, he has re-
page 4 } ceived through the Savings Bank and Trust Com-
pany, the guardian of Louise R. Westerhold, an 
offer from George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson to pur-
chase the lot and residence of Louise R. Westerhold at 3816 
Seminary Avenue in the City of Richmond, Virginia, at the 
price of Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars ($13,-
500.00) _cash, which offer is evidenced by a letter from George 
P. Wilson, dated July 6; 1944, hereto annexed to be read and 
considered as a part of this report. · 
That this offer is net without any real estate commissions 
as it came direct to the Savings Bank and Trust Company 
without any intervention of any real estate agent. 
That prior to the receipt of this offer the Bank had received 
several offers for the purchase of the property, the highest 
offer being that received through a real estate agent in the 
amount of Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars 
($13.500.00) subject to a commission. 
That the Bank has made every effort to secure a better 
price than the Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars 
( ffi13,500.00) net and feels that the offer made by Georg-e P. 
Wilson and Louise S. Wilson of Thirteen Thousand and Five 
Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00) net should b~ accepted. 
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Your Com.missioner therefore recommends the acceptance 
of said off er. 
He ~ould further report that he has talked with Mr. Wil- · 
son and has been directed by him to request that the Court 
confirm the sale to George P .. Wilson and.Louise .S. 
page 5 } Wilson, husband and wife, and to authorize a con-
veyance to them with right of survivorship as at 
common l;;iw. . · · 
Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE E. HAW, 
Special Commissioner. 
LETTER OF GEORGE P. WILSON FILED WIT.H RE-
PORT OF SPECIAL COMMISSIONER. 
J. P. Taylor Company 
Incorporated 
Leaf Tobacco 
South Boston, Va., Branch 
Mr. Charles T. Word, President. 
Savings Bank & Trust Co., 
Richmond, Va. 
Dear Mr. Word: 
South Boston, Va. 
July 6, 1944 .. 
This is to confirm the verbal agreement made between us 
today by phone for me to buy from your bank, and you to 
sell to me, the home on Seminary Ave., Richmond, Va., which 
you have recently shown my wife at the net price of $13,500.00, 
thirteen thousand five hundred dollars, cash on ·delivery of a 
good deed to the property, taxes for 1944 to be prorated. My 
check for $10.00 is enclosed to bind the sale. · 
I trust that the deed will be ready by the middle of next. 
·week. I plan to come. to Richmond when it is ready and pay 
· for the property with a Cashier's check of the First 
·page 6 ~ National Bank of Danville, Va. Please advise when 
vou expect deed to be ready. · 
· As to the title, did not your bank require an abstract of 
title when the original mortg~ge was placed by your bankf 
If so, could you let me have the covering abstract 7 I will 
thank you to advise me·what Mr. Haw suggested with refer .. 
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ence to_ having one of his ,firm check the details of past taxes, 
mortgage clearance, etc., and what charge would be made for 
this verification. 
As explained, I am very desirous of moving my family there 
before going on the Southern market on July 18th, and I will 
greatly appreciate your cooperation. 
fflth my kind regards, 
I beg to remain, 
Very truly yours, 
GEORGE P. WILSON. 
P. S. Please have deed made in name of George P. Wilson 
and Louise S. Wilson. 
DECREE OF JULY 10, 1944. 
This cause came on this day to be again heard upon the 
papers formerly read and upon the report of George E. Haw, 
Special Commissioner, this day filed by leave of Court and 
was argued by counsel. 
. It appearing to the Court from the report of Special Com-
missioner, George E. Haw,.that George P. Wilson and Louise 
S. Wilson have through the Savings Bank and Trust Com-
pany, Guardian for Louise R. Westerhold, submitted an offer 
, . in writing to purchase the lot and residence of 
1 page 6-a} Louise R. Westerhold at 3816 Seminary Avenue 
· in the City of Richmond, Virginia, at the price of 
Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00) 
net cash. The said property being described as follows: 
_ .All of that certain piece, parcel or lot of land, together with 
all the improvements and appurtenances thereunto attached, 
lying, being and situate in the City of Richmond, State of Vir-
ginia, and more particularly described as follows: BEGIN-
NING at a point on the West line of Seminary Avenue, which' 
point is distant in · a southerly direction, 300 feet from the 
point of interse~tfon of said Wei;;t line of Seminary Avenue 
with the :south .line of Claremont Avenue, thence_ along said 
line of Seminary Avenue, i~ a so:utherly direction, 100 feet to 
a point, thence in a westerly direction, along a line paraIIel 
to said line of Claremont A venue, 233.5 feet to. a point, thence 
in a northerly direction, along a line parallel to said line of 
Seminaty A venue, 100 feet fo a point. thence in an easterly 
direction, along a line parallel to sai~ line of Claremont Ave-
nue,· 233.5 feet to the point or place of beginning; said prem-
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ise~ being known as Lot No. 16, Block '' 0' ', of the Plan of 
Ginter Park, and as No. 3816 .Seminary Avenue, according to 
survey made by Charles H. Fleet, Certified Civil Engineer, 
under date of August 14, 1924. 
It further appearing to the Court that said offer was made 
direct t_o the Savings Bank and Trust Company as guardian, 
without the intervention of a real estate agent, and that the 
price offered is a fair one and is recommended by both the 
Savings Bank and Trust Company as guardian and by the 
Special Commissioner, and further that said-. offer is in con-
formity with the·value of said property set out in the report 
of John Howard, Commissioner, the Court doth adjudge, or-
der and decree. that the offer of George P. Wilson and Louise 
S. Wilson to purchase said property at the price· of Thirteen 
Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00) cash, be 
and the same is hereby accepted. It further appearing that 
George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson have appeared in per-
, son and accepted notice of entry of this decree as 
page 6-b ~ evidenced by their several endorsements on the . 
back of the sketch hereof, the Court doth confirm 
said sale to George P. Wilson and Louise S-. Wilson at the 
afore said price of Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred Dol-
lars ($13,500.00) cash. · 
The Court doth further adjudge, order and decree that the 
purchasers shall, within ten days from the. entry of this de-
cree, deposit in the Savings Bank and Trust Company of 
Richmond, Virginia, to the credit of this Court in this cause 
the cash payment of Thirteen Thousand and Five Hundred 
Dollars ($13,500.00) and deliver a certificate of such deposit 
to the Clerk of this Court and that upon the making of said 
deposit and the delivery of the certificate therefor, George E. 
Haw; as Special Commissioner, shall execute and deliver a 
deed conveying with special warranty to the said George P. 
Wilson and Louise S. Wilson, husband and wife, as tenants 
by the entireties and with the right of survivorship as at com-
mon law, the lot with the residence and other improvements 
thereon, designated as 3816 Seminary Avenue in the City of 
Richmond, Virginia, describing same as hereinbefore set out. 
DECREE OF .JULY 15, 1944. 
Schmidt and Wilson, Incorporated, a corporation doing a, 
real estate business in this City, haviD:g since the entry of 
the decree of confirmation on July 10, 1944, suggested to the 
Court that it is entitled to real estate commissions at the 
22 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginitl 
usual rate upon the sale confirmed·by said decree, and it ap .. 
pearing that George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson, the 
purchasers, are under the terms of the said sale responsible 
for such real estate com.missions as may be allowed, so that 
the purchase price of Thirteen Thousand Five Dol-
page 7 ~ lars ($13,500.00) will be net to the Court as iu the 
contract of sale agreed, this day came George P. 
Wilson,· in proper person and by Harold M. Ratcliffe~ his 
attorney, and Louise S. Wilson,. by Harold M. Ratcliffe, her 
attorney,. as did also Schmidt and Wils<:m, Incorporated, by 
M. Boderick Davis, its Vice-President, each waiving process 
and voluntarily submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court 
upon general appearance, and consented to the determination 
by the Court in this cause of the question whi1-t, if any, real 
estate commissions upon the said sale shall be allowed, agree .. 
ing to be bound by and to abide the decision and decree. of the 
Court., without, however, waiving any right of appeal. 
Thereupon this day came George P. Wilson and together 
with Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland, his surety, 
by Fred C. Cochran, its duly authorized attorney in fact, 
which.first justified upon the oath of its said attorney in fact 
as to its sufficiency, entered into and acknowledged in open 
Court a bond in the penalty of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00), payable to the Court in this cause and conditioned 
upon George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson abiding the 
judgment of the Court in satisfying such decree the Court 
may hereafter enter in this cause with respect to real estate 
commissions afore said; the original of which said bond the 
Clerk will file in the iron safe in bis office for safekeeping, 
executing the usual receipt upon the margin of the Order 
Book. 
page 8 ~ DECREE OF JULY 15, 1944. 
This day came Schmidt & Wilson., Incorporated, by M. 
Roderick Davis, its Vice-President, and prayed leave to file 
in this cause its petitio~, which leave is granted and the peti-
tion according·ly is filed. 
PETITION OF SCHMIDT & WILSON, INCORPORATED, 
FILED IN COURT UNDER DECREE OF JULY 
15, 1944. 
T.o the Hon. Brockenbrough Lamb, Judge: 
Your petitioner, Schmidt & ·wnson, Incorporated, a Vir .. 
ginia corporation with its office in the City of Richmond, Vir-
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ginia, a duly licensed real estate broker ( and agent), respect-
fully begs leave to submit t_o the Court the follo_wing: 
1. That it, in the usual course of its business, listed for 
sale, on or about May 25th, 1944, from the said Savings Bank 
and Trust Company, that certain real property situate in the 
City of Richmond, Virginia, briefly here, for the purposes of 
this petition, designated as No .. 3816 Seminary Avenue; upon, 
of course, in the event of aale; the usual sales commissions 
per the tariff of the Richmond Real Estate Exchange. 
2. That, thereafter, your petitioner made effort to sell the 
said real property, in its capacity as agent and broker, an<:4 
upon at least several occasio.ns, showed the said property to 
prospective purchasers in the company ·and presence of Mr. 
Charles P. Word, President of the said Savings Bank and 
Trust ·Company, without whom the interior of said property 
could not be shown or inspected, due to retention, 
page 9} by said Mr. Charles P. Word, of the keys to the 
residence and garage. . 
3. That your petitioner is now advised that an offer of 
one Mrs. Louise S. Wilson and/or George P. Wilson, her 
husband, for the purchase of said real property, at and for 
the sum and price of $13,500.00, has been submitted to the 
Court in this matter and that acceptance., by the Court, of 
that offer bas been recommended by Mr. George E. Haw, 
Special Commissioner appointed herein. 
4. That your petitioner avers and believes itself the pro-
curing cause in the matter of the said offer; that your peti-
tioner, in its capa~ity as agent and broker, showed the said 
real property unto the said' Mrs. Louise S. Wilson, as a 
prospective purchaser thereof, and interested her in 'that 
property; that the said Savings Bank and Trust Qompany 
was . advised, about or prior to the time said offer_ was sub-
mitted, that the foregoing· was the case; that .the said offer' 
was submitted to the Court, through its said Special Commis-
sioner, with this knowledge on the part of said Savings B_ank 
· and Trust Company; that your petitioner believes that said 
Special Commissioner was vested with knowledge of the fore-
going at and before the time of submission of said offer ·to 
this Court; that the said offer was submitted to this Court 
on a ''net, basis'·'· (not subject to agent's sales commissions)', 
rather than upon a basis whereunder your petitioner'·s in-
terest, to the extent of its sales commissions, would be pro-
tected and shown unto the Court and by it considered'; that 
· your petitioner believes itself justly entitled to 
page 10} such commissions in this matter~ namely 5% of 
the said submitted offer of $13,500.00, or $675.00; 
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an ·of which your petitioner verily believes can be shown· unto 
this Court; in such manner as the· Court shall prescribe an:d 
direct .. 
WHERE]fORE, your petitioner prays of this Court that 
this· petition be filed herein and that this Court make grant 
and allowance, her.ein, ,to your .petitioner, of the said sum of 
$675.00, representing its sales commissions in the matter of 
the said 1eal property No. 3816 Seminary A venue, in the City 
of· Richmond, Virginia. 
SCHMIDT & WILSON, INCORPORATED 
by M. RODERICK DAVIS, 
Vice-President. 
ANSWER OF LOUISE S. WILSON AND GEORGE P. 
WILSON, FILED UNDER DECREE OF SEP-
TEMBER 21, 1944. 
Your respondents, Louise S. Wilson and George P. Wilson, 
for answer to a petition :filed in the above styled suit by 
Schmidt & Wilson, Incorporated, a Virginia corporation, or 
to so much thereof as they are advised it is necessary to an-
swer and: answer and say: 
That they know nothing of the allegations as set out in 
paragraph one and two of the petition and ask for strict 
proof thereof. 
· They admit the allegations alleged in paragraph three 
wherein they submitted an off er of Thirteen Thousand Five 
Hundred DoIIars ($13,500.00) to the Court for the purchase 
of the prop~rty known as No. 3816 Seminary Ave .. 
page 11 ~ nue. But that they deny the allegations set for.th 
in paragraph fom thereof wherein the petitioner 
alleges and charges that as a real estate broker· and agent, 
it showed the property in question to Louise S. Wilson-, and, 
. as a direct result thereof-, interested your respondent in the 
, pu,rchase of said property. 
Your respondents deny that the petitioner, as a real estate 
bro~er and agent, is entitled fo commissions on said sale as 
p~titioner~ nor any of its· agents, were the procuring cause of 
your respondent!> purch~sing the aforesaid property • 
.A.nd now havmg fully answered, yonr reeipondents pray 
• 
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Geo. P. and Louise S. Wilson v .. Schmidt.& Wilson,.Inc. :is 
to be, hence'. dismissed with their proper costs in their behalf 
ex.pended ... , 1 \ ••• ,l •• • !,.,. 
. , ~ ·.,; .. _ 1:omsE·s.'WILSON 
-.. G)n.ORGE P. WILSQ~ .. 
•• • •••• •L •. ~ • .- ·By·H.LM. BATCLIJPFE, Qounsel. 
\ -
H. M. RATCLIFFE, Atcy. fol' ., - •... 
Louise S. & George P. Wilson. · . i 
~ I ~. l ' :. 1 \ 1.. 4' I ~ L 1.: ~ l ' 
1' ,.,; DECREE o:w SEP~EMBER:.~7, 1944;._ >L: 
~ l l ·1 !.' V l ~; ·1 ~ ..... ",,. l ~. ' l ... '.
1 
~.. J . '. ,,... .. : 
·~ Upon the motion of Louise s~1Wi1son and George P. W.ilson 
and also of the Savings, Bank: & 'r.rust Company, guardian 
for Louise R.- Wester hold,- th~y are ;se\rerally allowed .to, file 
theii, several answers herein, which is accordingly done. · 
The f o,:eg_oi~g_ m~ti_o~ ~a~ ~~4~ ap._q .. ther action of the .Court 
thereon as stated ·was taken. ·On Septemoer ·2:1, ·1944, unme-
. . . diately precedipg the . hearing . of the . evidence 
page · 12-} orany· ·bef6ite ttlicJ Court;. and this· order is entered 
: '· ·f'i~C '}ji(o •tune. t'The Clerk will note the filing of 
the said answe'.ts 01f Se1>tefnber 21, 1944, by authority of this 
order. 11 :. • • ~ ... ~ _·, '-' 1·c~. .· 
page 13 f- . D;E~~EE OF NOVEMBE}R 8" 19~. · 
. ·, This·. cmis~ . ca1J;n~ on thiS' ·d,y L-~o. · be. again hea~.d o~ th~ 
papers formerly read, on ·.the petitipn_ of Schmidt, & Wilson; 
Jncorporat~d; onthe answers of George P. Wilson and Louise 
S. Wilson; :oh. "'the decree entered herein: on l uly' 15th, 19~ 
pursuant to·. which tli.e s~id George·~. Wilson; Loui~e s .. Will 
son and Schmidt.& Wil~on, JncorJJor:ated, ea¢h waived proces·s 
and ·voluntarily sfibµ:iitte$l to the :.jurisdictioii • of the Court 
upon general appeataiice, ·and consented fo· the'determinatio:n 
by the Court. tn t~is cau~e of th~ questio~ :what, if any., real 
~state ·cominiss~oi!s. upon. the s_ale sh?11 pe allow:ed,. S;g~eeing 
to be bound by !ind~ •to aQid~ t~e :deci~*?il. ap.d, _ decre~ of th~ 
Court ·)vithcj-µt., ljowever;··waiviµg any right. 9.f ap~al f ~n: ~'e 
testimony ;@.ven: or'allY. in :open . court.,. by consent of. the 1)att.:. 
tiesY.waiving :notice; tedneed to··Writmg;--certifted b-y·tlie'Jtidge 
and now made a part of the record; and was argued by coun-
sel. 
Upon consideration whereof, the Court is of the opinion, 
for reasons stated in writing dated September 30, 1944, and 
mad~ a part of the record, that Schmidt & Wilson, Incorpo-
rated, is entitled to recover of George P. Wilson and Louise 
S. Wilson, jointly and severally, the sum of six hundred 
26 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
seventy .. five dollars ($675.00), and its costs in this behalf ex-
pended, and it doth accordingly so adjudge and decr~e, and 
doth order that George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson do 
pay to Schmidt & Wilson, Incorporated, the sum of $675.00, 
with interest thereon from the date of entry of this decree, 
as well as its costs in this behalf expended. 
page 14 ~ And the said George P. Wilson and Louise S. -
Wilson baviug indicated their intention to apply 
to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for an appeal 
from this decree, on their motion it is ordered that this de-
cree and execution upon this judgment herein pronounced 
and entered, be suspended for sixty (60) days from this day, 
provided George P. Wilson and Louise S. Wilson, or either 
of them, or someone for them shall within fifteen ( 15) days 
from this day give or file a suspension bond before the clerk 
of this Court in the penalty of $100.00; with surety to be ap-
proved by said Clerk and conditioned according to law. 
page .15 ~ TESTIMONY ON PETITION OF SCHMIDT & 
. WILSON, INC., FILED UNDER DE- · 
CREE OF NOVEMBER 8, 1944. 
Virginia: 
In the Chancery Court of the City of Richmond. 
Savings Bank & Trust Company, Guardian of Louise R. 
Westerhold, 
v. 
Louise R. Wester hold, an incompetent, and Lois P. Wilson, 
et al. 
A hearing this day upon the petition of Schmidt & Wilson, 
Inc., filed by order of court June 15, 1944, and the answers to 
that petition of Lois P. Wilson and George P. Wilson to be 
this day filed, the hearing being had by consent of all parties 
interested, pursuant to and in conformity with the provisions 
·of the order entered July 15, 1944, the evidence by such con-
sent being heard ore tenits by the Court, to be taken down in -
shorthand and to be made a part of the record in the cause 
upon the issues raised by the said petitio_n and answer. 
Appearances: Schmidt & Wilson., Inc., a Virginia corpo-
ration, by M. Roderick Davis, its vice-president. 
H. M. Ratcliffe, attorney for Lois P. Wilson, et al. 
Lois P. Wilson and George P. Wilson in proper person. 
/ 
I 
Geo .. P. D;lld Louise S. Wilson v. Schmidt & Wilson, Inc. 2, 
H,oward. W. Tyso!fl. 
Sept~mber 21, 194+4. 
pag~ 16} · Mr. Davis: 1'Ir. Ratcliffe, is it agreeable and 
consented to by you that- Schmidt & Wilson, Inc., i~ 
a real estate broker; second, that this. property was ijsted 
with it for sale; third, that your clients did purchase the prop-
erty and <;lid thereafter settle for it through the courU · 
Mr. Rat~liffe: It is agreeable to us to say Schmidt & WH-
son, Inc., is a real estate broke;r- and our clients did purchase 
the property. Whether it was listed with Schmidt & Wilson, 
lnc .. , or not I don't know. · I would pref er you prove that in 
~ ~vidence. 
HOW ARD W. TYSON, . 
a witness called on behalf qf the petitioner, being first duly 
.sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINAT~ON. 
]3y :Mr. Davis: 
· Q. State your name, please. 
A. Howard W. Tyson. 
Q. Where do you live T 
A. 2904 Chamberlayne Avenue, Richmond. 
Q. Your occupation is whaU 
A. Real estate salesman. 
Q. With what firm are you connected? 
A. Schmidt & Wilson, Inc. 
· Q. How long have you been in the real estate business t 
A. About twelve years. 
page 17 ~- Q. In your capacit;: as· a real estate salesman, 
connected with Schmidt & Wilson, Inc., did you at 
any. time within the past several months have the occasion 
either one way or the. other to have anything to do with the 
property 3816 Seminary Avenue in the.City of Richmondt 
A. I showed the property four or five times. 
Q. You showed it as a ~eal estate salesman! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did.you get any offer for iU 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. As and when yon showed that property what arrange-
ment, if any, did you have to make in order that yonr pros-
pective purchaser might see the property as to the. interior! 
A. I always had to have an officer of the bank accompany 
me. 
._ I I ,. • ,J .1 J , '~ 1, • 
,(. •. :1: .. 
~ .... ., • " •• - .,.. k+ .. ..J ,. 
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Howard,. .w.: 1.ljso11,. 
Q~ What bankf~:- . 
A. Savings Bank & Trust G9mpany. . 
; . Q. You mean you couldn't·show-the·property~-unless one oi 
their officers . was preseilt ¥ , - · (, . , . ,., :-, ·. ,. ·., 
A.: That is conect. . u 1 ••• , . • • -- • • 
• 1 ·Q. For. what:~teason, were·you told? · . , · 
. A. I pr~sume because it was partially furnished .. 
· Q. And they retained the keye to ~he property t 
• , • 
1 
• A.· -That is right. .... · • · ,. ·. '· · · 
-page- 18 ~ · Q.· Which· office:r of the bank in any· eas~ · or all 
· ; . 1·cases inet-you at the property to:s.how iU 
A. Mr. Word usually0 ··Mr. Godsey ·on one occasion; Mri 
Broaddus on another occasion. · -__ ,. ··· t ~ ... 
; Q. How many times dici. you ~how it, 
I. ·A. ·I :wotlld 'say about six times.) l ~ I • . r. . 
Q. In connection with that same property did you by te,e-
phon& or otherwise ever have any ~conimumcation · with ·O! 
from a Mrs. BlanksF~: 
A. Yes, '.Mrsr Blanks ·ca:I1ed me o:ii-1 an advertisement ;r ha.d. 
on-·anofiller property and mentioned that .the property I ,had 
advertised w~sn'ttthe kind;·she was looking for and I men!.'. 
tioned thf~:or .four ~thers and am!)ng them was 3816. Se~ 
nary ~y-enue'. · ' ; . . .. , · · ;, ·. · . . 
Q. Do y%)u kildw what Mrs. ~anks' husband's· name ist···.-
1 A. W allac¢, I .beli'eve. · ' . . . 
·· Q. And 'if. was. ¥rs~ Wa~ce Bla$ that ·called ·yon Y ·
A. yes. . ~ . . r , ,. r , ,. • • • -~ 
. Q~ Did she SU!,te whether she was calling. for- herself .. or 
someone else f · · 
:A.. )ror her, sister ].Jrs.''Wilson~· she told me. 
Q. When'you m~ittioned the p_roperty 3816 Seminary Ave-
nue ~<fshe tnake ·any·conimenff: ·· . .! · ' 
A. Sp.e,~aid sh:e had l>eeJ! told of or shown the property by 
I,• • .: •• Mrs·: Pleasants -Of our office. 
page 19 ~ . Q. :Prior to t:qe time you talked to her Y 
A: Yes;· - .. 
Q. When was the call from her to you f . 
A. The 28th of June. ·- · · · · - · · 
Q. Have you got a record that she did that! 
A. Yes.. 
Q. J\(ay I see that record! 
Note: A. book produced. 
Q. I also see from that memorandum book-
·:. 
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Howard. W. Tyson-. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Whose handwriting is thaU 
Mr. Davis : I will bring that out. 
Q. I see from the book purporting to be your memoran-
dum book certain information and ask you i~ that is in your 
handwriting Y 
A. That is correct. 
Q. This is headed: 1944 6-28 Mrs. Wallace Blanks, 49814. 
Does that purport to be Mrs. Blanks' telephone number? 
A. Yes~ so far as I know. That is the number she gave 
me. 
Q. Is this particular sheet of any supreme value to yon 7 
A. I wouldn't think so. ' · 
Mr. Davis: I would like to file this as an exhibit. 
The Court: If there is no objection the paper will be re-
ceived and filed as an exhibit. 
page 20 ~ Note : Filed and inarked Exhibit No. 1. 
Q. And at that time yon just stated Mrs. Blanks said her 
sister was the party for whom she was calling-
Mr. Ratcliffe: I object to Mr. Davis re-hashing his whQle 
case over. 
The Court: Mr. Ratcliffe is right with respect to the form 
of asking the question. It is what is called a leading ques-
&~ . 
Mr. Davis: I am in complete agreement with yon. I just 
wanted to emphasize it for the record. · 
The Court: That is not the way to do it. Yon let the wit-
ness st~te it and then yon can argue it. Hasn't he already 
answered it Y 
Mr. Davis: I think he has. I just wanted to be sure~ 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mr. Tyson, when was this property 3816 Seminary Ave-. 
nne listed with yon 7 
A. I don't know that 'I could answer that question without 
some data. It was previous to that time considerably. 
Q. Did you bring any record here to show when it was 
listedY 
A. No, sir. 
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Howard W. Tyson. 
Q. Why didn't you bring that record Y 
page 21 } A. Frankly I didn't know that would be a ques-
tion asked. It was listed with other brokers, I 
presume. 
Q. What was the price it was listed with you for! 
A. $16,000.00, I believe. 
By the Court: 
Q. The answer was $16,000.00Y 
A. That is right. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe : 
Q. Now, Mr. Tyson, you have filed here as Exhibit No. 1 a 
memo'randum. When was this memorandum madet 
A. On the 28th day of June. 
Q. The entire memorandum was made June 28th Y 
A. Well, that memorandum there about the purchase was 
made later after the sale was made, that was just added to 
that, but the original memorandum there was made on the 
28th of June when Mrs. Blanks called me. 
Q. Can you tell us what day of the week the 28th day of 
June, 1944, was Y 
. A. Not without looking it up. 
Q. I will refresh your memory by saying it was a Thursday. 
You say that was the day you were called, the 28th day of 
JuneY 
A. That is right. 
Q. Don't you know that Mrs. Pleasants never took Mrs. 
Blanks or Mrs. Wilson out to show any property 
page 22 } until the 30th day of JuneY Isn't that correct? 
A. I wouldn't know that. 
Q. Didn't you talk with Mrs. Pleasants about this-
Mr. Davis: May the Court please.,. I don't think Mr. Tyson 
stated she said she had taken her out; that she had talked to 
her about it or taken her out, wasn't that the statement? 
The Court: No. Wait one minute. Let's be careful. This 
is cross examination of the witness. We will just rehash, 
to use Mr. Ratcliffe's word, exactly what the testimony was. 
It has been stated by the witness once. Then you endeavored 
to restate it and for this occasion just to show you that I had 
heard it so you won't be uneasy about it this witness said 
that prior to June 28th Mrs. Blanks told. him over the phone 
she · had been shown the property 3816 Seminary A venue by 
. 
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Mrs. Bessie .A.. Pleasants ... 
Mrs. Pleasants of his office. That is' what he said. Don't 
try to correct it. 
Mr. Davis: I didn't say it was wrong.. I just wanted to 
see if he said she had been shown or interested in it. 
The Court: He did not. Don't you help him; let him help 
himself. He didn't say anything about interested.. Dpn't 
yon do anything to take over. This is cross ex-
page 23} amination and you must not do anything to inter-
fere with cross examination. 
Mr. Davis: All right, sir. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
. Q. Now, Mr. Tyson, you did not at any time show or in-
terest Mrs. Blanks or Mr. and Mrs. Wilson in 3816 Seminary 
Avenue, did you 7 
.A.. No, further than I just mentioned 
Witness stood aside. 
MRS. BESSIE .A.. PLEAS.ANTS, 
a witness called on behalf of' the petitioner, being first .duly 
sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: 
Q. You are Mrs. Bessie A. Pleasants f 
.A.. Yes. 
Q. What is your home address? 
.A.. Britton Hill Farms, Richmond, Vi:r;ginia. 
Q. .A.re you engaged in any business Y 
A. Yes, in selling real estate, sales lady. 
Q. With what broker? 
.A.. Schmidt & Wilson, Inc. 
Q. How long have you been selling real estate? 
A. About three years. 
Q. In your capacity as a-real estate sales womar,. 
page 24 } or sales lady for and with Schmidt & Wilson, Inc., 
did you at any time recently have anything to do 
in that capacity connected with the property 3816 Seminary 
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia! 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Will you tell the Court, please, whether or not in con-
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nection with that same property you talked with a Mrs. Wal-
lace Blanks! 
A. Yes, I talked with Mrs. Wallace Blanks. 
Q. Do you know the date you talked with herf 
A. It was on or about June 27th. 
, Q. Of this year Y 
A. Yes, 1944. -
Q. How did you come to talk with Mrs. Blankst . 
A. She answered an ad I bad in the paper on some prop-
erty. · -
Q. Did she at that time talk with you about the property 
on Seminary Av~nue just mentioned Y 
.. A. Yes, I talked with her about the Westerhold home. 
Q. Did she appear interested in iU 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. For herself! . . . 
A. No, for someone else. She was calling up-she told me 
- at that time she was calling for someone else. 
Q. Did she tell you who· this someone else was T 
page 25 } A. ~he said someone very close to her., that it 
was a secret, that she rather not tell me at that 
time. · 
Q. Did she indicate to yon whether or not this other party 
might be interested in the property! 
A. She said she felt that she would be interested in the 
property and that she was expecting her in town in the next 
few days and that she would call me at that time ... 
Q. Did she call you later? 
A. Yes, she called me on Saturday. 
Q. What Saturday! 
A. July 1st. 
Q. Of 1944! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tell the Court what was the conversation you had with 
her on Saturday the 1st. · 
A. Mrs. Blanks called me and said that her sister was in 
town, the one she had been calling me about for the property, 
and her name was Mrs. Wilson and she would call her to the 
phone. ·Mrs. Wilson then came to the phone and.I talked with 
her about the property and she asked me to make an appoint .. 
ment to show her the property along with other properties. 
I then called :Mr.-called the bank and talked with Mr. Godsey 
and asked him if I could make an appointment to show the 
property, that these people were from out of town. 
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Mr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, I object 
page 26 ~ to conversations· that she had with Mr. Godsey 
over the telephone unless they bring Mr. Godsey 
in to testify about those conversations. 
The Court: The rule there would be that she may give a 
connected narrative of what she did, but not undertaking to 
quote what someone else told her. 
Mr. Davis: May it please the Court, Mrs. Wilson is one-
you might term one of the defendants and, as I understand, 
Mrs. Blariks is in the courtroom. As to Mr. Godsey it is true 
it was a telephone conversation, but it was in the norm.al, 
usual procedure, the only way this lady could gef in touch 
with him or Mr. Word and they can verify it or not. 
The Court: The witness cannot tell what Mr. Godsey told 
her over the phone; she cannot quote what Mr. Godsey said 
over the phone. 
Mr. Davis: All right., sir. I will frame the question this 
way. 
Q. After you were advised that Mrs. Wilson was in town 
and you had talked to her did you talk with any officer of the 
Savings Bank & Trust Company Y 
A. Yes, with Mr. Godsey. 
Q. Did you thereafter in or about that same con-
page 27 ~ versation talk with Mr. Charles P. WordY 
. A. Mr. Godsey talked with Mr. Word and.gave 
me-
Q. Just a minute. The Court says it doesn't want that. 
Did you make an appointment with any officer of the bank at 
that time to meet you with Mrs. Wilson at the property that 
you might show her through, in and about it Y 
A. Mr. Godsey said it would be impossible-
Mr. Davis: Just a minute. 
By the Court: · 
Q. The question was did you make an appointment f 
A. No; I did not at that time; I couldn't. They wouldn't 
show it. · 
By Mr. Davis: 
Q. For what reason could you not make the appointment T 
A. Mr. Word was to be out of town, he said, over the week-
end and that he couldn't show it until he came back. 
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. . . 
Q. Was your request that it be shown on the afternoon of 
Safo.rd~y, .July 1sU 
A. Yes, on the afternoon of July 1st. 
Q. You did not then have anyone frotn the Savings Bank & 
Trust Company meet you there oti that aft~rnoon Y 
A. No. 
Q. Mr. Word or anyone else from the bank Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did they meet you there over the week~eiid Y 
page 28 } A. No. 
Q. Did you then on that Saturday afternoon 
take Mrs. Wilson. as a prospective purchaser to see this prop.:. 
erty 3816 Se:tninary A venue t . 
. A. I did take MreL Wilson to see the property arid showed 
her the :property on the porches....;....oh both porches. We. didh 't 
have a key to get inside, but we looked through the windows 
and she admired the floors and we looked through the kitchen 
window on the porch-the back porch, and the side porch 
and ,we looked at the shrubbery a~d I, having been a friend 
of Mrs. Wester hold for a number of years, told her hdw much 
money had been spent on the yard artd shrubbery and that in~ 
creased the value of the property greatly, and she seemed 
very much impressed with th.e home. 
Q. Were you and Mrs. Wilson alone on this trip to the 
property! . 
A. Mrs. Blanks~Mrs. Wallace Blanks was with us. 
Q. ~rs. Wilson's sister? 
A. Yes . 
. Q~ Did you explain to Mrs. Wilson why you couldn't show 
her the intet~or of the house Y. .. 
A. I told her that Mr. ·word at the Savings Bank & Trust 
Company was handling it and tliat Mrs. Westerhold's home 
was furnished and he wouldn't allow an agent to go in it un-
less he was present. 
page 29 ~ Q. Did you tell her he couldn't meet you that 
. Saturday afternoon f . 
A. That 4e couldJi 't meet me until over the week;.end, at 
which tinie he promised to show her the inside with ine. . 
Q. Was that Saturday the week-end immediately prior to 
the 4th of July holidays Y . . · 
A. Yes, it was-the next day after the 4th of July., July 
tha 5th. 
Q. What·was july 5thT 
A. That I was supposed to show Mrs. Bla11ks the property 
on :the inside-Mrs. Wilson, excuse me. 
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Q. You were to show it to her on July 5th in company with 
some officer of the Savings Bank & Trust Company? 
A. Mr. Word. 
Q. In other words, oti Saturday the 1st you made arrange· 
ments-to show the property with Mr. Word on the 5th! 
A. Mr. Word said he could show it over the week..;erid. 
which would have been the 5th after the 4th of J ulv when he 
would be back in town. ., 
Q. ~hen you left Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Blanks on that 
Saturday the 1st with the tentative arrangement yon would 
again communicate with them on the 5thf 
A. I did. 
Q. And that on that day you would show them the interior 
of the house ih company ·with Mi\ Word? 
page 30 } A. Yes. 
Q. Did you cbmnii:micate with Mrsj Wilson on 
July 5th Y . • , 
A. Yes, on July 5th in tl1e morning I called Mrs. Wilson 
and asked her what time she would like to see the house and 
she said; ''Why I have been calling other agents and look-
ing ~t homes." I said, "Mrs. ·wnson; yon seemed so inter-
ested in seeing the property:.'' She said, ''Well, I hav~ al-: 
readr seen it~ Mr. Word shdwed it to ine on Sunday.'' I 
said, '' I am astonished, Mrs. Wilson, because I had told you 
that I would make the appointment to show it to you., that I 
could show it to you when Mr. ·word would be back in town." 
I said, "Did you tell :M:r. Word I had intere~ted you in the 
P.roperty and ~p~nt at least :palf an hour sh9wi.11g yo,u arotjricl 
·the grounds of the prbpertyY" She said, ''No, I didn't thlnk 
it was necessary. I didn't know that you could even handle 
the property. You told me· Mr. Word wlt1J_ the. Saving~ BlJ.nk 
& Trust Company was handling it," and I told h~r, "Well, I 
will call Mr. Word immediately.'' · 
Q. l)_id y9u the~ Gall !'.f:r. Word? . . . . . . . 
A. Yes, I ca1led Mr. Word immediately an4 explain~d .to 
}µID: just wh!lt had .happened and asked hi~ if they told him 
that I had shown the property aiid he said no- . 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Mr. Word is here to make his own sfatt~ ... 
·ment. We object to her stating a conversation with Mr. 
Word. 
p~ge 3i ~ The. dourt: Mr .. Ratc1iffe, Mr .. Woi'd in a stfose 
o.ceupies the position of owner of this prbperty. 
That is the substance of the situation Y 
Mr. Ratcliffe: That is correct. 
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The Court: He is here and will testify Y 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Mr. Word is here and will be put on the wit-
ness stand by us if the others don't care to put him on. Y 011 
see, if Your Honor please, this suit is not against the bank 
and the owner, say Mr. Word, won't pay these commissions. 
These commissions would be paid, if it is decided they should 
be pai~ by these defendants and we certainly do not think a 
conversation between Mr. w·ord and Mrs. Pleasants over the 
telephone should be evidence in this case against these parties 
here. 
The Court: I think that is right, certainly at this tim,e .. 
We will await developments on that score. She can tell what 
she told Mr. Word. Until the case has progressed further 
she cannot tell what Mr. Word told her. 
Mr. Davis: Under the peculiar circumstances prevailing 
in this matter, if it pleases the Court, Mr. Word was prac-
tically the only party this lady could go over such a matter 
with. I don't know who else she could have c·aned 
page 32 ~ about it at that stage. 
. The Court: There is no objection to her testi • 
.fying she called Mr. Word and she can testify what she told 
him.. The only thing I am holding in abeyance j.s denying 
her the privilege of quoting what Mr. Word told her. She is 
.at liberty to show the circumstances of the transac.tion be-
tween herself and Mr. Word. 
~y Mr. Davis: 
Q. You then told Mr. Word of the conversation with Mrs. 
Wilson! 
A. Yes, I did, and-
Q. Just answer yes or no • 
. A. Yes. . 
Q. Now was the week-end immediately prior to Wednesday, 
July 5th, the same week-end on which Mr. Word was going to 
be out of the cityf 
A. Mr. Word was going to be out of the city over the week-
end of .July 4th. He was out of the city over-I called on 
J11ly 1st, and he was to be out over the week-end of th~ 4th 
pf_ J nly. · He was supposed to be back in town on the 5th of 
July. · 
. Q. A~ that was the same week-end upon which he could 
n.ot meet you with this lady to show the interior of this prop-
. ertyY · 
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page 33 ~ A. Yes, he was to be out of town. 
_ Q. Did you after July 5th again· communicate 
with Mrs. Wilson? 
A. Yes. After mv conversation with Mr. Word I told Mr. 
Word I expected him to protect my interests and believed 
he would do so by his conversation and I didn't call Mrs. 
Wilson any further until Sunday, I believe, which was the 
following Sunday, which I believe was July 9th. I called 
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Blanks answered and said that Mrs. 
Wilson was out of town, that she had gone back home, and I 
asked her if she decided on the property. She said yes, that 
they had decided on the property and that the sales arrange~ 
ments were completed by telephone ; Mrs. Wilson went home 
and that,the arrangements were completed by telephone. 
Q. Do you know with whom those arrangements that she 
mentioned were completed? · 
A. With Mr. Word, she said, with the Savings Bank & 
Trust Company. 
Q. I show you a loose-leaf sheet which purports to be a 
memorandum from a real estate agent's listing file and ask 
if this paper came from the listing file of Schmidt & Wilson 7 
.A. Yes, it did, which all of us have one. 
Q. Is it as to the property 3816 Seminary Avenue Y 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Will you read to the Court the date of list-
page 34 ~ .ing on that? 
· A. Listed bv E. F. Schmidt 5-25-44. 
Q. Does it show that property as being owned by Mrs. Wil-
liam Wester hold Y · 
A. Owner, William Westerhold. 
Q. What is the line immediately under thaU 
A. "To show call Mr. Godsey, Trust Officer, Savings Bank 
& Trust Company.'' 
Mr. Davis : I should like to file this. 
Note: Filed and marked Exhibit No. 2. 
Q. At the time you last talked to Mrs. Blanks and learned 
that her sister had left the city did she tell you upon what 
terms Mrs. Wilson had purchased the Seminary A venue prop"." 
· ertyf · 
A. She said she didn't know. 
Q. Did she give you the price? 
A. No. 
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Q. Did you, as one of the sales force of Schmidt & Wilson, 
Inc., to the utmost of your ability and as far as you could 
possibly go under the peculiar circu~stances attaching to the 
property do everything possible as a real estate sales agent 
to make sale of that property! 
A. I did. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
page 35 ~ Q. Mrs. Pleasants, you first heard from Mrs. 
Blanks on the night of the 28th, didn't you 1 
A. No, Mrs. Blanks called me on. the 27th of June. 
Q. Did she call you at home or at the office? 
A. At home. I use my home phone for my ads. 
Q. Don jt you know that Mrs. Blanks called you at the of-
fice and couldn't get you and talked to Mr. Tyson? 
A. I don't know that. 
Q. Now that ad that Mrs. Blanks called you about was not 
advertising 3816 Seminary Avenue, was it? 
A. No. 
Q. What property did that advertise? 
A. I believe it was a house on Wilmington Avenue. 
Q. That was the house she called you about., wasn't iU 
A. She called me about that house. 
Q. Now she made arrangements for you-the fact is didn 'i 
she call you again on Friday? 
A. She called me first on the 27th. The next time she 
called me was Saturday, the 1st of July. 
Q. What time did she call you on the lstY 
A. I couldn't tell you the exact time of day to save my 
life. 
Q. I don't mean to be exact. Was it morning or afternoon Y 
A. I am sorry I-oh, let's see. Now tTuly 1st 
page 36 ~ she called me in the morning and I took her out 
in the afternoon. 
Q. At that time her sister went with her, isn't that cor-
rect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then the three of you were going out to look at this 
property you had advertised, weren't you? 
A. She had asked me to make an appointment to show all 
the homes I had that would interest her and I had made a 
number of them; in fact, I showed her about six houses. I 
think about six; I couldn't tell you the exact number. 
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Q. You were driving out Seminary A venue and were pass· 
ing 3816 when Mrs. Blanks said to her sister, "There is a 
nice property for sale," didn't s'he T 
.A.. I didn't hear her if she said it. 
Q. And you said, "Yes, I have it on our list." 
.A.. No. 
Q. Then you all drove in the· yard, didn't you 7 
A. We drove in the yard. 
Q. And you quoted a price of $16,000.00, didn't you t 
A. I told her that I didn't know what the property could 
be bought for, that I thought it could be bought for $16,000.00, 
perhaps $15,000.00, but that I didn't know. 
Q. Now you had seen this listing, hadn't you 7 
A.. Yes, I had. 
Q. You lmew what this listing said, didn't you? 
page 37}. A. Yes. 
Q. W eli, the listing said $18,000.00, minimum 
$15,000.00. 
A. That is right. 
Q. You knew that, didn't you? 
.A. •. Yes, I did. 
Q. Now what <lid you tell Mrs. Blanks and Mrs. Wilson 7 
A. I told them I didn't know just what the property could 
be bought for, that I would suggest they make an offer on it., 
that I thought she could possibly get it for $15,000.00 or 
$16,000.00; I didn't know. 
Q. Then you deny making the statement $16,000.00" and 
Mrs. Wilson stating she wouldn't be interested in it at any 
such price Y . 
A. I don't remember her saying she wouldn't be interested 
in it at any such price. . · 
Q. And then don't you know, as a matter of fact, you didn't 
make any engagement with Mrs. Wilson or Mrs .. Blanks to 
show them the property on the 5th Y 
A. They had said she wanted to see it. 
Q. Did you make an engagement with them to show it on 
the 5th? 
A. I had told her that Mr. Word would go with me to 
show it. She said she wanted to see it and when I called her 
that morning and asked what time she would go she said they 
had already seen it. 
page 38 t Q. YOU have testified tba t you made an engage-
ment on that Saturday with her to show it to her 
on the 5th. Is that correct or not Y 
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A .. Yes,. she said she wanted to see it and I made the 
engagement as I told her I would do. 
Q. Didn't Mrs. Blanks at the. time tell you she knew the 
property! 
A. She said when she called me and I-after I had. de-
scribed the property to her, told her what the house was like, 
where it wasb with the green tile roof, she said that she had 
played cards there and that she knew Mrs. Westerhold. 
Q. Mrs~ Pleasants, isn't it a fact that you over the tele-
phone didn't mention 3816 Seminary Avenue at any time 
either to Mrs. Blanks or to Mrs. Wilson t 
A. I described the house to Mrs. Blanks; I told her where 
it was and what the house looked like and then she said, '' Oh, 
that is Mrs. Wester hold 's home." I said, "Yes, it is." She 
said, ''Well, I have played cards there and I think the party 
I am calling for would be interested in that home. I would 
like to see it.'' 
Q~ Well, when you carried them out that afternoon you got 
them in the car and did you make any statement to them with 
reference to 3816 Seminary A venue I · 
A. I told them we could see the outside2 but I was sorry :t 
had not been able to get the key to show them the 
page 39 ~ inside. . 
Q. You are positive you told them thaU 
A. Just as positive as I have ever been positive of anything 
in my life . 
. Q. Then you all went on to ~ther properties, didn't you f 
A. Yes, we saw other properties. However, I believe that 
was the last one. 
Q. That is when you were coming home, wasn't it f 
A. Yes., I believe that is correct. . 
Q. And that. is the time when you drove by that property 
that Mrs. Blanks said to her sister ~rs. Wilson, HThat prop-
erty is for sale.'' 
A. If she said it, I never heard it. 
Q. Well; now if she was particularly interested in 3816 
Seminary Avenue will you tell His Honor why you didn't 
take them to 3816 Seminary A venue as one of the first prop-
erties you went to f 
A. Well, because we couldn't get in the house to show it 
and some of the others l had made arrangements with to see 
the· inside. 
Q. You knew Mrs. Blanlrs had seen 3816 Seminary Avenue, 
didn't youY 
A. No., sir. 
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Q. Didn't she tell you she had played cards there 
page 40 } and knew the property Y · . 
A. She told me . she had played cards there but 
she didn't know-she hadn't seen the property since it had 
been offered for sale or knew anything about it to my knowl-
edge. 
Q. But she told you she knew Mrs. Westerhold and had 
played cards there Y 
A. She told m~ she had played cards in Mrs. Wester hold '.s 
home after I described the home to her and anyone would 
know that home on Seminary Avenue after you described it 
because it is the only white house with a green tile roof on 
that block. 
Q. Isn't it a fact you never mentioned Mr. Word's name 
or Mr. Godsey's name to them? 
.A. It is not true. 
Q. Didn't Mrs. Blanks tell you that afternoon in the pres-
ence of her sister that she and her mother had seen that 
house on Friday afternoon, they had been out there and 
parked and looked around it and in the yard Y 
.A. No, sir, no, sir. I will swear to that, if I may. 
Q. Do you know now what price you had the house listed 
fort 
· A. I know what was on the listing. It was $18,000.00 or 
perhaps $15,000.00, but we can't always tell what a person 
will take for a home. 
. Q. Now from Saturday you didn't call any more 
page 41 ~ until the 5th, did you Y 
· A. Now· Saturday-let me see; I have to get my 
dates straight. 
Q. Saturday was July 1st. . 
A. Yes, Saturday was July 1st. I didn't call Mrs. Blanks 
any more or Mrs. Wilson-excuse me-until July 5th. 
Q. At that time you learned they had purchased the prop-
_erty, didn't you? 
,. .A. No, sir. 
Q. I understood you to state to the Court that you learned 
they had been shown the property by Mr. Word-
.A. That they h1;1.d been shown the property. 
Q. Just that they had been shown it f 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didn't say you were surprised that they had seen 
the · property Y 
A. I said I was astonished. 
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Q. That was the word you used 1 
A. Absolutely astonished that they didn't remember-that 
-they had seen it with Mr. Word after my efforts in showing 
it to them on the 5th. 
Q. Then you called again on Sunday the 9th, is that cor-
rect! 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q. And you asked them at that time if they had 
page 42 ~ purchased the property? 
A. I asked to speak with Mrs. ·wnson and Mrs. 
Blanks said she had g·one back home. I asked her if she had 
decided on the Wester hold home and she said yes. I asked ) 
her what price they paid for it and she said she didn't know, 
. that Mrs. Wilson or Mr. Wilson, I don't remember which she 
said, completed the arrangements by telephone. 
Q. Now you made no attempt from July 1st to July 9th 
with the exception. of calling them on the 5th to show them 
either the Westerhold property or any other property, is that 
correcU 
A. Will you ask that again? 
Note: Question read. 
A. No . 
. Q. That isn't correct Y 
A. That is correct; excuse me. 
The Court : The answer to the question is '' That is· correct.'' 
Witness stood aside. 
. 
Mr. Davis-: That is the petitioner's case. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: We would like to make a motion at this time, 
if Your Honor please, to dismiss the petition on the ground 
that the plaintiff has not shown that they were the 
page 43 }- procuring cause of this contract. They have in-
troduced evidence to show that they had the prop-
erty listed with them at the purchase price of $18,000.00 as a 
maximum with a minimum of $15,000.00. They haven't shown 
they have an offer from these parties for any price in · this 
case and·we ask at this time that the petition be dismissed . 
• • 
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The Court: The Court will overrule the_ motion and you 
~an take it up later.. · 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I would like to have the record show that 
the order was· entered on July 5, 1944, authorizing the sale 
of this property and directing how it should· be advertised 
and in what manner it should be sold and appointing George 
E. Haw as Special Commissioner to make the sale. I would 
like to have the record show that. · 
The Court: If agreeable to counsel, those facts will be em-
bodied in the record. It is only fair for the record to show 
in addition, unless you are going to make the whole decree a 
part of the record, that the Special Commissioner is author-
ized to seek private sale of the property. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I am perfectly willing to make the whole de .. 
cree a part of the record. . 
Mr. Davis: I was just waiting for the Court to finish. I 
think if Mr. Ratcliffe wants the record to include 
page 44 } that, he should follow it up with the rest of it. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Put the whole decree in it. 
The Court: Counsel stipulate that part of this record will 
be the decree entered J nly 5, 1944, in this cause. · 
CHARLES P~ WORD, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendants, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Now, if Your Honor please, I want the rec-
ord to show we are not waiving our position that the bank 
had no authority to offer this property for sale until after that 
decree was entered. However, we do want to prove what the 
bank did do in connection with it. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
·By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mr. Word, will you give your name, residence and oc-
cupation? · 
.A.. Charles P. Word, president Savings Bank & Trust Com .. · 
pany, Richmond, Virginia. 
Q. Did your company, as trustee have charge of the estate 
_ 'of Louise R. Westerhold Y 
A. We did. 
Q. And in that estate was there a certain piece of property 
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in the City of Richmond known and designated as 3816 Sem-
inary .Avenue, Richmond> Virginia! 
page 45 ~ .A. Yes, sir. · 
· Q. Mr. Word, did you as president of that bank 
list that ·property with any real estate agents in the City of 
·Richmond 'for sale! · 
· A. We did with a number of agents. 
Q . .At what pri~e did you list iU 
.A. $16,000.00. 
Q. Was· that property listed with Schmidt & Wilson, Inc. °I 
.A. I think it was. 
Q. At what price was it listed with themf 
.A. The same price, $16,000.00. -
Q. Did you or did you not on one occasion in the presence 
of Mr. Tyson and at Mr. Tyson's request show this property 
to some prospective purchaser who was being carried thero 
by Mr. Tyson of Schmidt & Wilson f 
.A. Yes, sir. . 
.. Q. Will you tell whether or not at that time you had to re-
·iterate to Mr. Tyson what the list price of this property was T 
.A. Yes, sir. At that time he was showing it to some gen. 
tleman from New York and the gentleman asked him what 
was the price on the property and he said $15,000.00. I said, 
"Mr. Tyson, you are wrong $16,000.00 is the price." I said, 
"Where did you get that price from?'' and he said, "Mr. 
Schmidt gave me that price''. . 
page 46 ~ Q. Did you ever give Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Ty-
son or Mrs. Pleasants any price less than $16,-
000.00f 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Word, had any other real estate agent submitted 
an offer on this property f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What agent was it and what price was it f 
A. Bailey & Rueger's agent, Mrs. Moss, and the price was 
$13,500.00. 
- Q. Was that price acceptable or not acceptable to the bank f 
A. It was not. 
Q. Did you have a conversation with Mrs .. Pleasants a'bout 
this property on July 1st Y 
A. No. sir. 
Q. Did you have any indirect conversation with Mr. God-
sey and Mrs. Pleasants on July 1st Y · . . · 
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.A. I had it with Mr. Godsey, but I didn't know who he was 
talking to. 
Q. Did you in that conversation make an engagement with 
the party with whom Mr. Godsey was talking to show this 
property on July 5th? . 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you mak~ an engagement with those parties to show 
this property on any date at that time Y 
page 47 ~ A. No, sir, not·at that time. 
Q. Mr. Word, when did you first hear fro:µi Mrs.· 
Wilson about this property or Mr. Wilson Y 
A. Mrs. Blanks, sister of Mrs. Wilson, called me on Sat-
urday night-
Q. What date? 
A. July 1st-on Saturday night and asked me if I could 
show the property to her sister as she was· interested in the 
property, would I show it to her tomorrow. I told her I would 
be glad to show it sometime after church in the morning and 
she replied after church they had a dinner engagement and 
if I could possibly show it in the afternoon. I told her if she 
would call me up and I happened to be at home I would be 
glad to show it to them. So she called me that afternoon and 
we made the arrangements to go over and see the property 
and I showed them the property that Sunday afternoon. · 
Q. Did they ten you who referred you to them Y 
A. No. Mrs. Banks said she had known the property, had 
known Mrs. Westerhold and she knew me because ·she had 
met me over there at Mrs. Wester hold 's home and that wali\ 
the reason she wanted me to show the property. 
Q. Then after you showed the property what happened,next 
in connection with iU Was any price given to them Y 
A. No. They asked me what the price on the 
page 48 ~ property was and I told them $16,000.00 and Mrs. 
· Wilson said, "My husband didn't authorize me to 
pay over $13,000.00'', and asked if the bank would be inter-
ested in that. I told her I didn't know, but I would be glad 
to ask the committee if they would be interested. 
Q. Was an offer of that amount made to you? 
A. No. They told me if they would be interested they would 
make the offer. I think the offer was later on made at that 
price. . 
Q. Was the bank committee interested in it at that priceT 
A. No, they weren't. 
Q. Did they then submit a price back 7 
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... \... They submitted a p_rice back of $13,500.00 net to the 
bank. 
Q. Which was acceptable to the bank t 
, A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever have any conversation with Mrs. Pleas-
ants about this property! _ 
A. Mrs. Pleasants called me I think it was July 5th-no, 
Monday, the next morning, and told me she wanted to show a 
Mrs. Wi~son a property of Mrs. Westerhold's and after talk-
ing to .Mrs. Wilson that she found out she had already seen 
the property, that I had shown it to her yesterday. 
. Q. She called you-
page 49 } A. That was Monday morning. I showed the 
-propert~, on Saturday and that was Monday morn-
ing. 
By the Court: 
Q. That is a slip of the tongue. You showed it on Sunday 
and that was Monday morning. 
A. That is right. It was Sunday and that was Monday 
morning that she called me. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Did she make any engagement then. to show the prop-
erty! 
A. No, she didn't at that time. 
Q. Then did she call you any time later after that? 
A. I think it was a week or so later she called me and 
asked me if the property had been sold and I told her it had 
been sold. · 
Q. That was a week or so later? 
A. That is right. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: 
Q. Mr. Word, with relation to your rather detailed infor- · 
_ mation to the Court that the minimum listing price of the 
property was $16,000.00 it is true that the bank, of which you 
are president, within a very few days thereafter told these 
· purchasers $13,500.00 was agreeable; is that cor-
page 50 ~ rect1 . . 
A. We accepted their offer of $13,500.00. 
Q. The bank accepted the offer of $13,500.00! 
A. Yes. I .,.._• .•• , 
./ 
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Q. Do you recall your statement there to Mr. Godsey of 
your bank or to Mrs. Pleasants that you would be out of town 
the week-end beginning Sunday the 2nd and going on through 
July 4th! . 
A. No, I tQ.ld him I would be out of town, but I don't think 
I told him how long I would be out of town. In fact, I am out 
of town most every Saturday afternoon. 
Q. But you did tell :M:r. Godsey you would be out of town 
and coulcln 't show the property the next day, which was Sun-
day the 2nd! · . 
A. No, I said I would be out of town and couldn't show the 
property that Saturday afternoon. · 
Q. When you talked to or saw Mrs. Wilson at the prcw-
erty on that Sunday afternoon was she accompanied by Mrs. 
Blanks¥ 
A. She was, and her mother, too. 
Q. Did she say anything to you about Mrs. Pleasants hav-
ing had them to the property f 
A. She didn't mention Mrs. Pleasants' name. 
Q. She didn't tell you they had driven out there with her 
and been on the grounds? · 
page 51 r A. I asked her when she asked me to ask the 
committee if it would be interested in that $13,-
000.00-I asked her the question if any agent had interested 
them in the property and she said no. Then her sister said or . 
she said that yesterday they had been out with an agent to 
see some properties and her sister, knowing this property, 
asked that agent to stop, if she could see this house. · 
Q. Yon did get information then that the agent had had 
them on the property the Saturday prior to that Sunday~ 
A. Some agent had shown them on tl1e insistence of Mrs. 
Blanks, who had known the house. 
Q. One other question right here. Was that conversation 
which yon mentioned shortly back there with Mrs. Pleasants 
on the Monday following the Sunday of the 2nd or the Mon-
dav following July 9, 1944? 
A. I don't recall other than it was the pext day, which would 
be Mondav the 3rd. 
· Q. Didn't you just say you were\1-'t positive whether it was 
the Monday succeeding the 2nd or the 9th? 
A. That'was in July, wasn't it? 
Q. Yes. · 
A. I don't think I am positive on those dates. 
Q. Mr. George E. Haw, Special Commissioner in this mat. 
ter, is also counsel for your bank, isn't bet 
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. A. Yes, sir. 
page 52 ~ Q. When you procured this offer from Mr. and 
· Mrs. Wilson on what day did you get itY 
·A. That was-I think my telephone conversation was on 
the Tuesday after I had shown the property. 
, ·Q. Which would. have been the 4th of July Y 
A. It would have been the Thursday then, . because our 
meetings are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays each week and 
it was at one of those meetings that I brought this offer to that 
meeting. 
' ·Q. All your arrangements were made by telephone, were 
they? 
A. Other than his written offer. He agreed over the tele-
phone to buy the property and we agreed to sell it if we had 
power to sell it, but it was up to the Court, and then he made 
his· offer in writing. 
Q. In this last conversation that you had over the telephone 
with Mrs. Pleasants do you recall yonr statement to her that 
you would protect her interests f 
A. She asked me to protect her interests and I told her 1 
would do my best to protect her interests. The fact is, 1 
brought out all the conversation Rhe l1ad with me, with any-
one that was interested in the property. 
Q. She had talked to you . about having a prospective pur~ 
chaser interested and she asked you to protect her interests T 
. A. She was referring to the Wilsons and asked 
page 53 ~ me to protect her interests, that she had shown 
· them the property. · · 
·Q. And you told her you would protect ·her interests 7 
A. I told her I would do all I could to protect her inter, 
ests. · 
Q. Now Mr. Haw reported to the Court that on July 5th 
he had received through your bank, by its president, an offer 
of $13,500.00--that pursuant to the offer of July 5th he had 
received an offer dated July 6th from George P. Wilson to 
, sell the property at $13,500.00. You, of course, had that o:ffe:r 
handed you and you submitted it to Mr. Hawf 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that at. the time you handed him that offer 
you told him there was a question of an agent being in-
volved? 
A. Yes, that is true. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Haw's report that he :filed in the mat-
terl 
A. I don't recall. 
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Q. Did you know that in that report he stated to.the Court 
that the price would be $13,500.00 net to the Court in cash Y 
A. I know that is the way we were to sell the property. 
Q. At a net price of $13,500.007 
A. Yes. 
Q . .A'nd at the same time both you and Mr. Haw 
page 54 ~ knew that this property handled by the Court was 
· · entirely subject to its jurisdiction and orders over 
it and that offer was filed with kn:owledge on your part that 
there was a question as to commissions; is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Probably leaving the Court in some misapprehension on 
the receipt of that report Y 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. The transaction was :finally settled and the deed con-
veying title has been recorded to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson; is 
that correct Y 
A. That is correct. 
By the Court: . 
Q. I would like to ask Mr. Word if he knew who Mr. God-
sey was talking to over the phone 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't know who be was talking to; what, if any 
agent or did you know it was an agent Y "'. 
A. He told me afterwards, I think, it was an agent from 
Schmidt & Wilson Company, a Mrs. Pleasants. 
Q. You say afterwards ; how long afterwards Y 
.A. I expect when Mrs. Pleasants called me up the day after 
I had shown the property, but when he asked me if I could 
show the property that Saturday I told him I was going out 
of town and couldn't. I didn't know it was Mrs. 
page 55 ~ Pleasants that was making that call. She said she 
had made the call to Mr. Godsey on that Satur-
day. 
Q. When did you :find out that Schmidt & Wilson's office 
called! 
A. Mrs. Pleasants had called me the next day after I showed 
the property on that Sunday. · 
Q. You ascertained from Mrs. Blanks and her sister Mrs. 
Wilson on that Sunday that some agent had shown them the 
exterior of the property the day before, I believe you said Y 
A. Yes, sir, but they told me it was at the instance of Mrs. 
"Rlnnks, who had known the property, and the agent had been 
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showing them other properties and they asked the agent to go 
by there to see this property. 
Q. Do you know what agent that was? 
A. She didn't say what ag·ent that was. 
Q. Well, did you know or ascertain~, . 
A. No, I didn't know and didn't ascertain because I was 
interested if they were-if they had been interested in the 
property by an agent because I realized if an agent· was in-
terested of course I couldn't sell her the property if they had 
been interested by an agent. 
Q. You listed the property with a number of agents and 
you didn't ascertain whether it was one of those you had 
listed the property with or not? 
page 56 ~ A. No, sir, I didn 'l: 
Q. You merely ascertained they had been shown 
the exterior of the property the day before by a real estate 
agent? . 
A. That is right, 
Rill-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. That conversation happened on Monday, July 3rd? 
A. I think so. 
Witness stood aside. 
MRS. WALLA CE BLANKS, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendants, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mrs. ·Blanks, will you give your name, residence and oc-
cupation? 
A. Mrs. vVallace Blanks: 1510 Westwood Avenue. 
Q. Mrs. Blanks, it has been testified here about your call-
ing Schmidt & ":ilson. ·will ·you tell the (;Jourt-first, are you 
Mrs., Wilson's sister Y 
A. I am. 
Q. vVhen did you first at the request of your sis-
page 57 ~ ter attempt to locate a house here in Richmond! 
A. On Thursday before this July 1st on Satur-
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I could do and I found in the paper it was an advertisement 
-she wanted a house in that section of Ginter Park-~n ad-
vertisement by Mrs. Pleasants of a house on Wilmington Ave-
nue. I called Mrs. Pleasants and found she wasn't in and 
then I saw she was connected with Schmidt . & Wilson so I 
called them. 
Q. When you called Mrs. Pleasants and found she wasn't 
in did you talk with anyone at Schmidt & Wilson's 7 
A. I talked with someone. 
Q. Did you ask them about this house? 
A. About this house, if they could tell me about this house 
on Wilmington A venue or if they had anything else in that 
section and they gave me quite a list, a number of tl;lem. 
Q. You talked with someone about the house on Wilming-
ton Avenue and asked them if they could give you-
A. What else they had in that section. 
Q. And they gave you several numbers? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
-Q. Did whoever you talked with tell you who it was Y 
A. If they did I don't remember the name. 
Q. 'Was it~ gentleman you talked to· or a ladyY 
A. A gentleman. 
page 58 ~ Q. That was on the Thursday before Saturday, 
July lsU 
A. That would have been the 29th or 28th. 
The Court: It would have been the 29th. 
Q. That was the day you received the letter from your sis-
ter? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that the first time you ever called Schmidt & Wil-
son or anyone else a bout it Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now when did vou call Mrs. Pleasants! 
A. I called her or she called me back, I can't reme~ber. be-
cause I had left a message for her to call me. She rmght 
have called me back that night. 
Q. Just before we g·et to that, did you tell whoever you 
talked to on the 29th at Schmidt & Wilson that Mrs. Pleas-
ants had interested you in this Seminary Avenue property! 
A. No; 1 never mentioned it. 
Q. Did you at that time know the Seminary Avenue prop-
ertv was for sale T 
A. It was listed with that number of houses that they gave 
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me, the µumbers of the houses, but not mentioning the name 
and neither did I give the name of my sister. 
Q. Had yoµ. called other real estate agents and had th~y 
shown property to you Y 
A. Not at that time. 
page 59 ~ Q. Then you talked to Mrs. Pleasants when t 
A. That night. 
Q. What did Mrs. Pleasants have to say about- the Seminary 
Avenue property or did she mention ity 
· .A. Not that night, no. · 
Q. That wasn't mentionedt 
A. She said she had several houses in that district that 
she could show me, be glad to show me. 
Q. Did you make any engagem_ent with herY · 
A. Not at that time. I told her my sister was coming to 
town to see for herself and I told her I would have her call. 
Q. Did you make any statement the person you were calling 
for it was a secretY 
A. Yes. I don't know that I used the word secret, but I 
said I couldn't divulge the name for business reasons. 
Q. So then did you see the Wester hold property f 
A. ~es. You see, I had the number along with other num-
bers and my mother and I went out that afternoon-that was 
Thursday afternoon; no, Friday aftei:noon-and rode around 
to see the different numbers and when we found this 3816 
Seminary A venue I recognized it as Mrs. Wester hold 's home 
where I had been on several occasions socially and we drove, 
1:tround the back of the house 3:nd investigated the prem-
ises. 
page 60 r Q. Now that was on Friday the 30th that you 
and your mother went °l 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now when did yon first talk with Mrs. Pleasants again f 
A. We called her on Saturday morning to make an engage-
ment to show us what she had. 
Q. You talked with her thenY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mrs. Wilson talk with herY . 
A. I think maybe Mrs. Wilson made the engagement; I think 
she did. 
Q. Do yon remember whether you talked with per or notf 
A. I didn 1t talk to her Saturday morning because I was at 
work. 
Q. Then after that when you all-who went with you Sat-
urday afternoon to see this propertyf 
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.A.. Mrs. Wilson, my mother and I. 
Q. What properties did you actually go to 7 
.A.. We went to see the house on Wilmington .A. venue that 
was advertised. 
Q. Was that the first house? 
A. I don't remember the order in which we saw them. We 
saw, I think, two ; one on Wilmington and one on Conf eder-
ate-we didn't go in that house, afterwards found 
page 61 r that was sold, but it was maybe two on Wilming-
ton. We went to see three or four houses and then 
were going out Seminary A venue to see a large house on 
Seminary Avenue. . 
Q. During th~ conversation ·while you were out riding and 
looking at housef did Mrs. Pleasants ever mention to you that-
they represented 3816 Seminary Avenue? 
A. Not until we went by it. 
Q. Now how did that happen to be brought into the con-
versationY 
. A. Wp.en we got to that part of Seminary Avenue I made 
the remark that house was for sale and Mrs. Pleasants said, 
''Yes, we have that house'', and I said, '' Could we see it Y '' She 
said, ''No, I can't show it to you; I don't have the keys. Some 
bank is handling it''. I said, "Mother and I went back there 
yesterday afternoon to see the place and we could at least go 
in the y'ard and see it". 
Q. So you rode into the yard Y . 
A. Rode into the back yard and went up on the porch and 
looked in the windows. ' · 
Q. Now did Mrs. Pleasants name any price for that prop-
erty? 
A. $16,000.00. 
Q. Did your sister make any statement as to whether or 
not she was interested at that pricei 
A. She couldn't be interested at that price. 
page 62 } Q. Did she tell Mrs. Pleasants tliat at the time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then what happened· after that with reference to 3816 
Seminary Avenue? · 
A. We asked 1\frs. Pleasants if she had anything more to 
show us, anything else, that we were very anxious to find 
something; in that section and she looked over her list and we 
discussed· several numbers of houses we bad seen or had not 
~een and she spoke about-asked again if we would be inter-
(lstc>d in 3816 Seminary A venue and Lois told her the pricP 
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was prohibitive. Then I said, '.'Look when you get home and . 
see if you have anythmg efse and call us because Mrs. Wilson 
will have to leave here on Wednesday." · 
Q. Did Mrs. Pleasants call you before Wednesday 7 
A. She did not. 
~- ·when was the first time after you all left Mrs. Pleas- ' 
ants that she called you 7 
A. She called on ·wednesday. I wasn't at home; she talked 
to my sister. -
Q. Now let's stop right there with reference to that. How 
did .your sister become interested in 3816 Seminary Avenue 
and how did she find out what bank to go to to see about the 
pro~rly7 • 
· A. Saturday afternoon when Mrs. Pleasafits took us home 
we were talking over the different houses we had 
page 63 r seen and I told her I would like to see her become 
interested in the Westerhold home because I knew 
it and she said, "I couldn't pay any such price as that", and 
I said, '' I wonder who could tell us something about the house}. 
who is handling it". Mrs. Pleasants simply said a bank was 
handling it .. I called a mutual friend of mine, a Mr. Curry, 
and asked him if he knew anything about the property and 
told him the price that bad been quoted to us and I said, ''Do 
you think we could get it for anything less than that T'' He 
said, ' 'I think you could''. I said, '' Who could we talk to 
about iU" ·He said, "You call Mr. Word". I said, "Oh, yes, 
I know Mr. Word". He said, "He can give you what in-
formation you need". So I talked to him on the telephone 
Saturday night and told him I understood he had the house 
and asked if he could show it to· us. He said he would be 
glad to show it to us if we could meet at a convenient time. 
Q. Did he show it to you on Sunday¥ 
A. Sunday afternoon. 
Q~ Did your sister tell Mr. Word what she could pay for a 
house while she was looking at it or did.you hear that? 
A. I don't remember she told him what she could pay f oi:. a 
house. · · 
Q. Or what she would be able to pay for a house· or was 
willing to pay i 
A. Yes. I don't remember exactly what it was, 
page 64 r but she told him she wouldn't be interested in the 
price quoted to her. · 
Q. Then did Mrs. Pleasants in any way interest your sister 
in this house 7 · 
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A. I can't see that she did. · I was more interested myself 
in it. · 
Q. Did Mrs. Pleasants attempt to get your ~ister on Mon-
day or Tuesday when she knew she was going to ~eave on 
Wednesday? 
A. Not at all because she was there in the house all day 
every day. . 
Q. And you heard nothing further from Mrs. Pleasants Y 
A. Nothing fu:rther. 
Q. Are you positive Mrs. Pleasants didn't tell you that 
Mr. Word of th~ Savings Bank & Trust Company was han-
dling this Y .. 
A. Why, of course, not. Why should I be trying to find 
out what party to go to if she had told met· I ~~lled up Sat-
urday night this man to find out who was handling the prop-
erty. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: 
Q. Was the man to whom you spoke over the telephone in 
Schmidt & Wilson's office a Mr. Tyson Y 
page 65 ~ A. It might have been. I don't remember the 
name. · You see, I just called for anyone and I don't 
remember the name. 
Q. What was your telephone number on the 28th or 29th of 
JuneY 
A. That telephone number is right; 4-9814. 
Q. You made a subsequent call and when you went with 
your sister to look at this or other property it was all with 
her consent, of course? 
A.. Whose consent Y 
Q. Your sister's Y 
A.. Yes. 
Q. I said what you did in connection with locating for her 
a piece of property was done with her consent and at her re-
quest? · 
A. At her request. She didn't come to town until Satur-
day. . 
Q. You do recall without any trouble going into the grounds 
about the property 3816 Seminary Avenue with Mrs. Pleas-
ants and your sisterY 
A. Yes, and I went the afternoon before on my own. 
Q. I am talking ·about Saturday, July 1st? , 
A. Yes. 
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Q. You recall that· very- definitely! 
A. Yes. 
page 66 ~ Q. That you were with this lady¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any question in your mind she· was a real 
estate saleslady! 
A. How could there have been Y We had just looked at five 
or. six houses with her. · 
Q. That is what I want to bring out. It was no question at 
all! 
A. No. 
. Q. Was it any question when you called her that she was 
an agent? 
A. Of course not. 
Q. You suggested to your sister to buy the Westerhold 
house, is that correctY 
A. I didn't suggest to her to buy it; I tried to get her in. 
terested in it because I knew the properly. 
Q. When was thaU 
.A. Saturday night. 
Q. Of the same afternoon you had been out with Mrs. Pleas4 
antsY . 
A. That was the first day she had come to town. 
Q. Regardless of that, was it the evening of the afternoon 
you were out with Mrs. Pleasants 7 
A. Yes. May I add I had also told her about that and other 
places I had seen when I talked to her over the 
page 67 } phone Friday night. 
Q. I am only interested in Seminary Avenue. Do 
you recall the very nice landscaping at 3816 Seminary .A. ve-
nue, the shrubbeu and trees and bushes °l 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall Mrs. Pleasants going over that in detail 
with you and your sister? 
A. No, not in detail. We might have talked about that, but 
I don't remember that we became interesterl: in the shrubbery 
at that time. 
Q. Your sister became interested enough to buy the house 
the following week,. didn't she f 
A. Yesr 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. But your sister didn't 'become interested to buy the 
house at $16,000.00'l 
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A. No, she told me very frankly Saturday night she 
wouldn't be interested at that price. 
By the Court: 
' Q. When and from whom did you :first learn that Mrs . 
. Wester hold 's house 3816 Seminary Avenue would be on the 
market for sale 7 
A. I learned when I called Schmidt & Wilson 
page 68 ~ that afternoon and they gave me the number and. 
then when I rode by I recognized· the house. 
Q. That was in your conversation with the man, presum-
ably Mr. Tyson, at Schmidt & Wilson? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. When was the :first
1
time that Mrs. Pleasants mentioned 
the Westerhold property 3816 Seminary A venue to yon? 
· A. Judge, she might have listed it that night when I talked 
to her in the number of houses she had. She might have 
listed it. She probably-did. But nothing was said about it 
that afternoon when we went to look at ho.uses until we·. got 
up to the place. You see, they gave. me a number of houses 
for sale. 
Q. Was it her intention to take you by 3816 Seminary Ave-· 
nue or was it her plan to take· you by 3816 Seminary Avenue 
that Saturday afternoon? 
A. Not that I know of. She was to show me!what she had. 
Q. Who suggested stopping? 
A. I did. 
Q. And where were you when the suggestion was made 1 
A. We were driving ..rdown Seminary Avenue, liad just 
looked at another house on Seminary. · · 
Q. Please state again-perhaps you have sai~ this, but 
please state whether or not when you left Mrs. 
page 69 ~ Pleasants that Friday afternoon an · appointment 
had been made between you and your sister and 
her for her to show you this house the foll9wing Wedne~~ayY 
A. Absolutely not. -
Q. Or at any other time? _ ' . · 
A. Or any other time. She said she couldn't show any-
thing over the week-end. r· • 
Q. Did she make an appointment to see yqu ~fte~ the week- · 
end! 
A. N 6, she didn't. 
Q. Did she inform you of her telephone conversation Sat-
nrday with the bank Y 
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A. Other than some bank was handling it and she couldn't 
get the keys. 
Q. I don't think I made my question clear. Did she on 
that Saturday inform you she had talked to the bank about 
showing the Westerhold property in the afternoon of Satur-
day! 
A. No, she didn't. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: 
Q. The conversation that Mrs. Pleasants had on Saturday 
morning was with your sister, wasn't it? . 
A. Yes. 
" Witness stood aside. 
page 70 } MRS. LOIS P. WILSON, 
a defendant, called on her own behalf, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT ,EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mrs.' Wilson, will you give your name, residence and oc-
cupation? 
A. Mrs. George Wilson; housewife; 3816 Seminary Ave-
nue. 
Q. Mrs. Wilson, where did you live before coming to Rich-
mond? 
A. South Boston, Virginia. 
Q. Did you contact anybody in Richmond about getting you 
a home here and, if so, when Y . 
A. I wrote my sister on Wednesday-that was the 28th of 
July, and I called her the night of the 29th over the telephon~. 
She said she had gotten my letter that morning. 
Q. You said your sister. Who is that? 
A. Mrs. Wallace Blanks, and she said she had gotten my 
· . letter that day and I told her I wanted her to help me find a 
place to live in Richmond. 
Q. Did you plan to come to Richmond? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. When did you actually come to Richmond? 
A. I came to Richmond Saturday, July 1st. 
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Q .. After you came to Richmond on Saturday I presume 
you talked with your sister that morningt 
pag·e 71 } A. Yes, I did. . 
Q. Did you learn from your sister anything about 
any real estate! 
A~ I talked with her-let me get this straight. I talked 
to her the night I called her, Thursday night, and she said 
she was making· some investigation and when I got there 
Saturday-I think I got there just before she came in from 
work and when she came in she said she had called several 
agents and that they would carry me around and ·show me 
what they had and that was about noon on Saturaay. 
Q. Did you have any conversation over the phone yourself 
with Mrs. Pleasants of Schmidt & Wilson Y 
A. Saturday about noon. 
Q. You talked with bed 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Who called Mrs. Pleasants; did you call her or your 
sister? 
A. No, my· sister had called her. 
· Q. And you talked with herY 
A. I talked with her. 
Q. What conversation did you have with Mrs. Pleasants 
ubout showing property that afternoon Y 
A. I told her that I was the person that my sister was help-
ing to find a place to live and I would like for her to show 
me some houses that afternoon, which she said she 
page 72 ~ would do. We didn't discuss any particular house 
or any property in that telephone conversation. 
Q. Did you discuss in that telephone conversation anything 
about 3816 Seminary A venue t 
A. No, sir, we didn't. 
Q. Nothing was said whatever? 
A. Nothing said about it. 
Q. Then tliat afternoon who went out to look at property? 
A. My sister, Mrs. Blanks, and my mother, Mrs. Smith. 
Q. Did you look at a number of houses 1 
A. I looked at a number of houses. 
Q. How did you happen to go to the property k~own as 
3816 Seminary Avenue? 
A. Well, we were on Seminary Avenue and we looked at a . 
house, I think 3001, and then as we drove on up Seminary 
Avenue and passed the Westerhold home i;ny sister said, 
"This house is for sale''. She said, ''I know that house and 
T would like for you to see it". 
,1 
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Q. Did Mrs. Pleasants then mak-e any remarkf 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did she. sayY 
A. She said· "she· had ·that -listed· but she couldn't show 111:_; 
the. house, but she would drive-my sister asked her if she 
. · - ·would drive up in the yard, that-they had driven in 
page 73 ~ there the e.vening before; ·she· and my mother. 
· Q. Then you went into the yard 1 
A. Yes, we did. 
· _Q~ D~d you look around t 
·A. Yes. 
Q. Did M:rs. Pleasants submit any price- to you and, if so, 
what price? ·. 
A. $16,000.00. 
Q·. What did yon tell Mrs. Pleasants f . .. 
A .. I told her I wasn't interested in any home at $16,000.00; 
it was prohibitive. 
. ·Q. Now from that time then what happened after yon all 
left 3816 Seminary A venue Y · .. Did yon go to see any other 
housef ·· · 
A. No, we didn't.. . . 
Q. D~d you pay~ any further conve~ation with Mrs. Pleas-
ants, you and Mrs. Blanks togeth~rf · 
A. Just b_e!ore she ·left us we discuss~d the ho:ases· she had 
shown me, the: r,nes on Wilmington-no. on_ Confederate-:] 
have for gotten ihe name-of the street; th~y were all new to me. 
· She said if she bad anything sh~ thought 'I would be i}!ter-
.. ested in she would. let me know. I told her I had to leave 
Richmond by Wednesday .. She said she would let me know 
if she had anything else. 
Q. Did she make any specific engagement with yon or your 
sister Mrs. Blanks to show you 3816 Seminary Ave-
page 7 4 ~ nue in that conversation Y 
A. She did not. 
Q. Did she .call you any time from Monday until Wednes-
day morning about showing you 3816 Seminary Avenuef 
A. She did not. 
Q. Did she tell yon who was handling 3816 Seminary Ave-
nue Y 
A .. No.. . . 
Q. Did°'yon all learn through Mrs. Pleasants th~t 3816 Sem-
inary Avenue was being handled through the 'Savings· Bank 
& Trust Company with Mr. Charles P. Wordf. 
A. No. 
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Q. How did you happen to become then later interested in 
3816 Seminary Avenue after you had told Mrs. Pleasants you 
weren't interested at $16,000.001 
A. My sister talked to ~e that night-
Q. When you told Mrs. Pleasants you weren't interested 
in it at $16,000.00 did Mrs. Pleasants make any statement to 
you of any other price? 
A. She said she didn't know what it could be bought for. 
Q. Did she make any engagement to show it to you at any 
time? 
A .. She did not. 
Q. Then when did you become interested in it · 
page 75 ~ later? 
A. Well, late that afternoon or that night my 
sister and I were talking over the homes we had seen and she 
said she would like to see me .become interested in this 3816 
Seminary A.venue, that she had been in it ~nd it was lovely 
inside, and I told her the price was entirely too much for me. 
She said, ''Well, I will call a friend of mine who knew Mrs. 
Westerhold and see what be thinks about the place". 
Q. Was this friend a relativeY 
A. No. 
Q. That your sister called? 
A. No. 
Q. He had nothing to do with the real estate Y 
A. No, but he was a very close friend of Mrs. Westerhold. 
So she called him and he said he thought the house could be 
bought for $13,000.00. 
Q. So what did you do? 
4. Then I became interested at that price. I said, "Well, 
if it can be I would like to see the house", and we asked him 
who could show it to us and he said Mr. Word. That is the 
first time I ever heard of Mr. Word. 
Q. So you all contacted Mr. Word! 
A. We contacted Mr. Word. 
Q. And you were shown the house on Sunday afternoon Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Then did you tell Mr. Word .what you were 
page 76 ~ willing to pay for the house Y 
· A. I asked him if they would take $13,000.00 and 
' he didn't commit himself, said he couldn't make us an offer. 
Q. Then when did you learn anything later from him Y 
A. He told me to make a written offer and that his com-
mittee would pass on it and we didn't hear anything until 
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Thursday, I think it was, when the committee met and they 
turned that down· and said. they would take $13,500.00 and 
that is when I got in touch with my husband and he made tb(' 
offer for $13,500.00. I think that is the way it was. He madP 
the off er then. · 
Q. He made the off er of $13,500.00 Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. On Saturday afternoon up until ........... when did you hear fr.om 
Mrs. Pleasants after SaturdayY · 
A. Wednesday. 
Q. What did you tell Mrs. Pleasants then? 
A. She asked me-do you want me to tell the conversation Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. She asked me if I had bought a home and I told her that 
I hadn't and she said, '' Are you interested in any particular 
place1'' and I told her I had seen several places that were 
nice but I badn 't settled or decided on any one. She said. 
''What about 3816 Seminary Avenue; would you 
page 77 ~ like to see thaU'' and I said, "I have already seen 
it and I am interested in it''. That wa~ w·edne~-
day. · 
Q. What else was said in that conversation? 
A. She asked me who showed it to me and I told her Mr. 
Word. 
Q. Then what was said Y 
A. She said she was going• to call Mr. W orcl. 
Q. Did you hear any more from her? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. She didn't call you again? 
A. No. 
Q .. When· did you leave Richmond? · 
A. I left Richmond on Friday, I think it was. 
·Q. You left on the f ollo":ing Friday? 
A. Yes, I took my departure after I became interested in 
the house and left Friday afternoon. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: 
· Q. Mrs. Wilson, you made your first offer for the prOJ?-
erty to Mr. Charles.P. Word on the Sunday of July 2nd, 1s 
,- that correct¥ 
.A .. No. he told me I would have to make a written offer on 
S1indav. told me to make a written offer. 
, Q. Did-you then do that? 
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.A. Yes, but I didn't make it to him then. I think 
·page 78} I put it in the mail on lVIonday. 
Q. On Monday you sent him an offer of $13,000.00 
for the property Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Subsequent to that $13,000.00 offer being mailed Mr. 
Word called you when, declining it? 
A. I am not sure about Tuesday or Thursday when he.told 
me. I think the committee met on Thursday. 
Q. On Wednesday; the 5th of July,· you had not gotten 
any answer Y 
A. On Wednesday hadn't anything been decided. 
Q. Didn't you just state you told Mrs. Pleasants on July 
5th you had not made any arrangements to buy the house 1 · 
A. I didn't tell her I hadn't made arrangements. I told 
her I hadn't bought one. 
Q. Do you recall going on the porches, looking through the 
windows of the property of 3816 Seminary A venue and getting 
such views as were possible of the interior f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was this lady ( indicating Mrs. Pleasants) with you 
thenY 
A. Yes. · 
Q. You knew, of course, she was a real ~state agent? 
A. Yes, indeed. 
page 79 ~ Q. You had talked. with her previous to that, 
A. I had been with her several hours that after-
noon, maybe an hour and~ half ·or two hours; I had been with 
her quite a while. -
Q. On the afternoon of Saturday, ·July lsU 
A. Yea, sir. We had seen four or five houses. 
Q. You had spent that whole afternoon looking with her 
as real estate agent at different houses with you as a pros-
pective purchaser Y · 
A. That is .right. 
Q. When Mrs. Pleasants told you the price she had au-
thority to offer the property at was $16,000.00 did she s~g-
gest to you that you make an offer! 
A. No, I don't remember her doing that. 
Q. But that property was interestin~ to you when you could 
buy it directly tluou~h the bank at $13,500.007 
A. Yes, at $13,000.00. 
Q. You later purchased it at $13,500.001 
. A. Yes, sir, my first offer was $13,000.00. 
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Q. So it had become very attractive to you Y 
A. It had become interesting, yes. 
. ..=., 
Q. Your sister argued to you it was a very lovely piece of 
property, 3816 Seminary Avenue 7 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. Was any remark made then about the ex-
page 80 r terior of the house, the trees, shrubbery and so 
forth you had seen that Saturday afternoon f 
A. Yes, we talked about" the yard being pretty. 
Q. Do you recall Mrs. Pleasants bringing up to you such 
items of attractiveness about the property such as the land .. 
· scaping effect on that Saturday afternoon? 
A. No, I don't remember that. She may have, but I don't 
remember. 
Q . .You know, of course, that Schmidt & Wilson for whom 
Mrs. Pleasants worked were licensed real estate brokers Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew that before you went out with her-
. A. I don't know whether I knew what company it was that 
she was with or not because they were all new to me ; I had 
jttst come to Richmond. I knew she was a real estate agent 
representative, but I don't know whether she mentioned the 
name. 
Q. Do you recall your conversation with her when you got 
to Richmond on Saturday, July lst7 
A. I think I recall it all. . 
Q. At which time yon made this engagement to go and look 
at the properties f 
A. That is right. , 
Q. When this property was purchased through the Chan-
cery Court of Richmond it was conveyed to both 
page 81 ~ you and Mr. Wilson, is that correctf 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in your dealings with Mrs. Pleasants in looking at 
this property you were acting, of course, for Mr. Wilson a~ 
well as yourself Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Who was this close friend you called to ascertain who 
eould give you some information about this property 3816 
Seminary Avenue; do you recall that? 
A. Yes,,I do. 
Q. Who was it? . 
A. Dr. Curry. , 
Q. You or your sister didn't know who was-to put it plain. 
who owned the property from anything Mrs. Pleasants told 
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you at all and went to an outsider to find out, is that cor-
rect? 
4. Would you mind repeating that f . The first part I didn't 
understand. 
, · Q. I said substantially this, that you all after being with 
Mrs. Pleasants at the property and. being with her all that 
afternoon got in touch with some outsider to ascertain who 
could show you the property 3816 Seminary Avenue f 
A. No, not who could show us the property, but what this· 
close friend thought the property could be bought 
page 82 ~ for. That is why we called Dr. Curry and then 
when he. gave us the price he thought it- could be 
bought for $13,000.00 we asked him who_ had charge of the 
property and who could show it to us and he said Mr. Word. 
Q. Your purpose in calling him _first was not to ascertain 
who could show_ it to. you f 
A. At first it was to ask him what he thought it could be 
bought for because I wasn't interest_ed in it at $16,000.00 and 
then after he said $13,000.00 we asked him who had it in 
charge. 
Q. Was Mrs. Pleasants' call to you on Wednesday the 5th 
of July, a surpriee? 
A. Was it a surprise? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No because I had been talking to r~al . estate agents all 
the week. 
Q. Including Mrs. Pleasants Y _ 
A. No, I hadn't talked to her. _ 
Q. But you had been talking to her Y 
A. I talked to her Saturday. 
Q. And you weren't surprised at all when she called you 
on Wednesday, ,July 5th? 
A. No. 
Q. You rather expected it, didn't you? 
A·. No, I didn't expect it, but I had been called 
page 83 ~ all during the week, so I wasn't surprised. 
Q. Did vou say to Mrs. Pleasants when she talked 
to you on filie morning of July 5th that you had made thi~ 
offer through Mr. Word for the property! 
A. I don't remember whether I told her that or not. I don't 
think I did. I told her I had seen the property._· 
0,. You naturally saw it with her. 
A. I mean I had seen the house, Mr. Word had shown me 
the house. -That is what I told Mrs. Pleasants on Wednesday 
morning. 
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Q. Your offer of $13,000.00 was turned down by the Savings 
Bank & 'frust Uompany. tlow soon was it thereafter that 
the ofter of $13,nUU.vU was made, · . 
A. I called my .husband then and asked him if I could make 
an ofter of $l6,5UU.UU and got him to make the offer and I • 
think that was 'l'hursday. 
Q. Why was the oiler particularly worded that it would be 
net, do you recall that; a cash offer of $13,500.00Y 
· A. I imagine because Mr. Word had asked me if. a real 
~state ag·ent bad gotten me interested in the property and I 
told him no, they hadn't. I told him just what had happened, 
that in looking at other properties we had ridden by there 
and my sister asked to go in to see the yard and she said she 
didn't have the key and I didn't consider that a reai estatb 
agent getting me interested in the property. So 
page 84 ~ therefore he made the price net. I imagine that is 
why he did it. 
Q. But you did tell him this lady had you out there 1 
A. I told him I had been by there, yes. 
Q. And you reported that- to Mr. Word! . 
A. Yes, I told Mr. Word I had been by there with a real 
estate agent and had seen the yard, but she didn't interest me 
in the property. 
Q. Did you tell him you went up on the porch and looked 
through the windows? . 
A. I don't remember the details of what I told him except 
she didn't interest me in the property. Therefore I ·aidn 't 
consider a real estate agent involved because she hadn't given 
me a price that was attractive, hadn't shown me the house 
and hadn't called me back any more about it. · 
Q. Did you m~ke any off er to her at a figure less than 
$16,000.00 T 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. But you did make that lower offer when you got with 
Mr. Word the following day or the Monday following, is that 
correct! 
A. I think I mailed that offer on Monday, as I told you 
.before. 
Q. But you weren't willing to submit that lower offer to 
Mrs. Pleasants Y 
A. No. 
page 85 ~ Q. But you did submit it immediately you got 
· with l\fr. WordT 
A. No. She said $16,000.00. She didn't ask me to make 
an offer. 
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. Q. Didn't you say she suggested you might get it at a 
lower price t 
A. She didn't suggest making her an offer. 
Q. She said she thought you could get it at a lower price, 
though! 
A. She said, '' I don't know. I have it listed at $16,000.00. '' 
Q. Do you know how much the sales commissions in this 
.matter amount tof 
Mr. Ratcliffe: We object to that. I don't see why it is up 
to her to figure what the commissions would be. 
The Court: I don't see that it is objectionable. 
By the Court: 
Q. Do you know what the claim is? 
A. I didn't know until I heard just now, and I think it was 
$675.00,. was;n 't it? 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: . 
Q. Mrs. Wilson, who suggested going up on the 
page 86 ~ porches and looking in the windows when you all 
were there in the yard f 
A. I don't remember who did that, whether it was my sis-
ter or my mothHr or Mrs. Pleasants. 
Q. You couldn't say T 
.A. No, I couldn. 't say that. 
Q. Would you have been interested in that property at all 
at the price g·iven you of $16,000.00? 
A. No, I wouldn't. 
Bv the Court: 
· Q. On that Saturday afternoon the first mention or 3816 
Seminary Avenun was by which of the four in the party? 
A. l\fv sister, Mrs. Blanks. 
Q. And Mrs. Pleasants commented it was listed with her 
firm?. 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. I want you to tell me whether at that time or at any. 
subseauent time during the conversation between you and 
M:rs. Pleasants if Mrs. Pleasants told you she had made ar-
rangements to sl1ow that house after the week-end in company 
with a proper officer of the bank? 
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A. No, I didn't hear her say one word about showing the 
house except she couldn't show it to me, that she didn't have 
the keys. 
Q. She didn't indicate she had endeavored to 
page 87 ~. get a:a. officer to show it to you Y 
· : . A,· No. I wouldn't have thought she would have, 
though, because I wasn't interested in it. 
Q. When you left did you have an appointment to see Mrs. 
Pleasants for her to show you that house Y 
. A. No, I didn't 
Q. For the following Wednesday or any other time Y . 
A. Not at ·any time other than if she had -anything she 
. thought we would be interested in she was to call us. That is 
the last thing that was said. 
Q. She didn't inform you she could get -the keys and show 
vou the house after the week-end? 
.. A. No, I don't remember anything about that. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
· By Mr .. Davis: 
Q. Do you deny that Mrs. Pleasants told you she would 
show it to you on the following Wednesday f 
A. I certainly do because I have no recollection of it. 
Q. You have no recollection of it, but you wouldn't deny-
A. Yes, I think I can say she didn't because I certainly 
think I would remember a thing like that. . 
Q. You think you would remember a thing like 
page 88 ~ that! · 
A. I know I would. 
' RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mr. Davis. has asked you if you weren't surprised when 
Mrs. Pleasants called you on W ed11esday morning. Were you 
expecting a call from Mrs. Pleasants like any .other real estate 
. agent since you had requested her to call you if she had any- · 
thingY 
A. Well, L wasn't surprised at any of them callin~ me. 
Witness stood aside. 
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a defendant, called on behalf of the defendants, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Mr. Wilson, will you give your name, age and occupa~ 
tionf 
.A. George P. Wilso:Q.; 38; tobacco buyer. 
Q. Where did you and your wife liv.e prior to coming to 
Richmond? 
A. Soutl\ Bo~ton, Virginia. . _ 
· Q. Wheri did you know you were coming to Richmond to 
live? 
page 89 r . A. It was about the 24th or 25th of June. 
· Q. Did yo~. come to Richmond and contact any 
real estate agents at all Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you authorize your wife to come · to Richmond to 
find a home¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Acting on that authority did she come to Richmond? 
A. Yes. ._ . 
Q. When she came to Richmond to purchase a home had 
you and she discussed what you all felt you would pay for a 
home? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. What figure had you arrived at Y . . 
A. $11,000.00, the price that' we hoped t<~ get. what we were 
looking for. 
Q. $11,000.00 Y 
~Y~. . . 
Q. Was she ever authorized to go higher than $11,000.00 f 
A. Well, not much higher than that. I wQuld say $11,000.00 
to s;ll,500.00, excepting she found som.ething probably a· lit-
tle bit more than that she would call me over the telephone 
and discuss it with me. · 
Q. Now did she- discuss. with you the price at which she was 
offered •this property 7 . 
page 90 ~- A. I couldn't be exactly sure. There, were sev-
eral different places that she :mentioned in these · 
i~lephone· conver~ations that happened after she ·came down 
f:llre. She mentioned one or two .houses that were quoted at 
10,, Suv.reme Oo.urt, of· App.eals of ·Vil'giuia,, 
George P. Wilson. 
$l5,00Q~OO. ,oi;. $16;000.00, which she just. mentioned. that sho,J 
had seen them, but wasn't any way,interested in. them. because,. 
of the higher prices. 
Q. You wou1d npt have been: intereste<;l in any property at 
$15,000.00 or $16,(,'00.00 T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·Now did you make a written offer to. the bank-of ·$13,.:. · 
500.00. for .3816,._Seminary Avenue~t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have any. conversation. with·-Mrs. Pleasants··at 
alL? · 
A. No," sir. 
Q. You had no contact with any of the real estate people? 
A.: No,. sfr:.~ 
Q. You were dealing entirely through your wife and her 
sister here. in. Richmond 3/ 
A .. That.is correct, and Mr .. Word later. 
Q. Did your wife report to you about the offer to be madf 
to the bank' . . . 
A. Yes. 
pag·e 91 ~ Q. Did you authorize her to make those offers·? : 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And· then you finally made, your offer of $13,500~00· in 
writing as requested by the bank.! 
A.:. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davis: · 
Q. ,you just stated that you were not interested in anything 
in the neighborhood of such fig·ure as $15,000.00 or $16,000.00~ · 
Within a very few days after your wife arrived in Richmond 
you made an offer of $13,~00.00 for thi~ particular property: 
is that ccfrrec't ? . 
·A .. Yes; sir. I wil:l tell yo~ thi~ is the way I felt about it at 
the time. · 'After my wife beca~e inter~sted in the place I got 
several reports on it and I made· up- my min¢[ to offer $13,-
000.00 and then when I understood it· could pe bought for · 
$13,500.00·:why that was agreea~le; as long as it was exactly 
what_ we wanted I would pay that muc;h for it. 
Q. So· you did' go up in .the ne_igh:b9rh9od 9f $15~000.00 
finally? · 
A. I wouldn't say $15,000.00, ~xactly in that neighborhood. 
no, sir. · 
/ 
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Q. The property then ;you· purchased ·at $13,500.00 through 
the Savings Bank & Trust Company turned out to 
page 92 } be just the particular property you ·:wanted; is that · 
correct! 
The. CouFb That is just -what he said~ 
A. T.hat is what I said. 
Q. D1id you· kiiow· that Mrs., Wilson had been out looking_ at_ 
.several houses with. one or more real estate agents in ·Rich~ 
mond1 · 
A. Yes. . . . 
Q. Did she mention -to you· Mrs: Pieasaiits of Schmidt & 
Wilson 'was ·one of the sales persons? · 
A.' She mentioned it sooner· or later. I couldn't say at wh~t 
date or time she mentioned it, but she did mention it iin her 
conversations with me that she had· been ·out with a Mrs. 
Pleasants. 
Q. As to any·of the details· of the time she spent with Mrs. 
Pleasants or the properties that she saw other than 3816 
Seminary .Avenue you naturally are not in position to give 
answer. 
A. She told me they had ridden all around that section· of 
Richmond,. Ginter Park, in whfoh J\tts. Pleasants had shown 
t:q.em everything she had to offer that she thought we might 
be interested in and then, as I undei.·stand it; on the way -back 
home Mrs. Blanks in passing the Seminary -Avenue property 
or-just ~s-they passed the house said, "This house is for sale". 
and, she -would like to look at it-
Q. She told" Mrs. Pleasants T 
page 93 l A. To my wife or Mrs. Pleasants. . They were 
all three in the car, and my wife's mother. 
Q. Do you lmow that Mr. George E. Haw's report to Judge 
Lamb enclosing your offer for the property includes a para-
graph as to the same-being .free from intervention by agents? 
1\fr~ Ratcliffe': If Your Honorjplease, the report speaks for 
itself. 
The Court: He asked him if he knew about it. 
Bv· Mr. Davis: 
·Q. Do yon know that? 
A. ·I couldn:'t say· that I do. 
Q.r You =knew when ·the off et· was made that agents had had 
Mrs. Wilson to 'the· ·property f · 
A. Yes, sir, I knew that and I discussed it with Mr. Word. 
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Mrs. W allaoe Blaiiks. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: '· 
Q. What offer· did you make f 
The Court: He made the offer . of $13,500.00 net to the 
Court. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I would like to have this offer. put in the 
record. · 
The Court: That is part of Mr. Haw's reporU 
page 94 r Mr. Ratcliffe : Yes, sir. -
The Court: What is the date of it1 
· Mr; Ratcliffe: The offer was made July 6, 1944. 
The Court: What is the date of :the paper you have in your 
hand? 
Mr. Ratcliffe: July loth. . 
. The Court: Mr. Davis, is there any objection on your part 
to the ;making of the report and offer a part of the record in 
this case? 
·Mr. Ratcliffe :· I simply ask that the offer be made a part 
of the record. If he wants the report, I have no objection to 
it.. . 
Mr. Davis: I don't object to it. at all. 
The Court: What is to be ~ade part of the record Y 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I ask that the offer be made part of th~ 
record. 
The Court: It is stipulated by counsel that the offer of 
$13,500.00 made and dated July 6, 1944, by Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
son to the Court, which is filed with the report of the Special 
Commissioner dated July 10,.1944, be made a part of the rec-
ord of this proceeding. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 95 ~ · MRS. WALLACE BLANKS, 
' being recalled for further examination, testified a~ 
follows:. 
. DIRECT EXAMWATION. 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe : 
· Q. There has been considera~le testimony in this case about 
g-oin~ un· 01:i the porches and looking in the windows of thi~ 
house. W110 suggested it wh_en you all drove in the yard to 
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Mrs. W atlace Blanks. · 
. . 
,get o-ut of the car and go up on the porch and look in th~ 
windows Y · · · ·' ·· · · · · · • · · · 
: .A. -I .suggested it . 
. Q. Did. Mrs. PleasA_nts suggest it? 
.A. I can't remember that. -.she. suggested anything about 
.that. 
Q. Mrs .. Blanks; aid you. or did ·yori not. have the number 
.of 3816 Semin_ary Avenue given to you by other real estate 
··agents? . . . . .. 
A. Y-es, I did. · . . . . . 
· Q. How. ma.:r;ir Q.th~rs} ·' · 
1 
. A. Two others ·1 ani' sure of .... 
. CROSS EXAMINATION. 
'.By Mr. Davis: 
' Q. You knew, then, when you.looked,at the .property with 
M;rs. Pleasants that it was generally being handled by rea] 
estate agents? . 
page .96 ~ .. , · A .. Not .at. that · time, no ; :not that afternoon. . 
, · Q. Did yo:ur sister know that Mrs. Pleasants was 
pne of the .real estate. agents. when she talked to her on the 
morning of Saturday, July lsU 
· .A.. Did .she know- she was a real estate agent? 
, Q~ Yes. 
A. Yes.· .. 
Q. M.r. Ratcliffe. requested information as to -going lip on 
the porches and looking through the windows and you said 
you couldn?t remember whether Mrs. Pleasants said- anything 
about that or not. . . 
. A. I didn't say that. I said I suggested it and I didn't re-
. call if Mrs. Plea~ants said anything about it. . · 
~ Q. You don't recall that she did 7 
A. I .had suggested it bec&use I had done so the afternoon 
·before. 
·· Q. Mrs. Pleasants -handled herself very aptly, .if I may use 
that expression, as- an agent in showing you that property. 
didn't. she?. . 
1 "A. Well, I
1 
am .. ;rwt .sure that I .know what .you mean by 
aptly. · · · ·· 
O. She conducted herself as to showin~ you the property 
as far as she could P-"O in a very reasonable and nroper wayf 
A. She certainly nid: jnst as kind as she could be in show-
. ine; us all of these houses, but I couldn't say shP 
pnge 97 } infore!=tted us in 3816 Seminary A venue. 
Q. Then when you got back home Saturday eve-
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ning after you had been to the property with her that is the 
first time you and your sister. really seriously discussed her 
purchasing .that .property! 
A. I told her about that property over the tele·phone the 
night before; I told her about the houses we had seen. 
Q. I said the. serious discussion was Saturday evening of 
the afternoon you had been out there¥ 
A. The first time we seriously discussed the purchase of 
any of .them. 
Witness stood aside. 
The foregoing is a true transcript of the evidence taken 
orally before the Court as stated in the caption. 
Novr. 8, 1944. 
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BROCKENBROUGH LAMB, Judge. 
OPINION. 
File<:l. under Decree of November 8, 1944. 
Virginia: 
In the Chuncery Court of the City of Richmond. 
Louise R. Wester hold 's Guardian 
v. 
Louise R. Wester hold, etc., et al. 
OPINION WITH RlflSPECT TO REAL ESTATE COM-
MISSIONS· DATED SEPT~MBER 30, 1944. 
This controversy involves the question whether a real es-
tate broker is entitled to commissions upon a judicial sale of 
real property effected by this Court in this cause. 
The following are the facts as found by the Court, the evi-
dence having been heard orally in open court on September 
21, 1944, by consent of the· parties and taken down by a short-
hand reporter : 
On May 2, 1944, Savings Bank and Trust Company. which 
will be referred to as "the bank'', qualified as guardian 1m-
der Code Section 1080a of Louise R. Westerhold, an incom-
1?etent person. 
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On May 25, 1944, the Bank listed the incompetent's dwell-
ing Number 3816 Seminary Avenue, Richmond, Virginia, with 
several real estate firms, among them the claimant, Schniidt 
& Wilso~, Incorporated, which will be referred to .as '' the 
brokei:' '. ·This listing was at the figure of $16,000.00 and was 
subject to confirmatio.n by the Court. 
On June 7, 1944., this suit was instituted by the Bank ae1 
guardian under Chapter 217 of the Code for the sale of that 
real property; it was on the same day docketed by consent 
and referred to a Commissioner in Chancery with directions 
to execute the usual inquiries in such suits. The Commis-
sipner's report was filed on June 21, 1944, and on July 5, 1944, 
a decree of sale was. entered in which the Bank's counsel was 
named as special commissioner. 
page 99 } In the meantime, that is, between the listing on 
May 25, 1944, and the decree of sale, the broker 
showed the prnperty to a number of prospects, always in com-
pany with an officer of the Bank, the dwelling being furnished 
and the key being· retained in the Bank's :possession. The 
property was so shown about six times prior to Saturday, 
July 1st, by the broker in company with Word, Godsey and 
Broaddus, officers of the Bank, sometimes with one and some-
times another. 
On Thursday, June 29, 1944, Mrs. Blanks, who lives in Rich-
mond, received a letter from her sister, Mrs. Wilson, who 
had been living in South Boston, in which she was requested 
to try to }ind her a suitable home, Mr. ·Wilson's business hav. -
ing required his removal to this City. On that day '.Mrs. 
Blanks phoned thP broker's office and asked to speak to Mrs. 
Pleasants, one of the broker's salesmen, in whose name a cer-
tain dwelling on Wilmington Avenue · had oeen advertised. 
Mrs. Pleasants was out of the office and Mrs. Blanks was 
connected with another of the broker's salesmen, Mr. Tyson, 
to whom she mentioned the purpose of her call, saying she 
was speaking· in behalf of one close to her whose name she 
was not at liberty to disclose at that time. In addition to 
the Wilminp:ton Avenue dwelling which had prompted the 
phone. call Mr. Tyson mentioned a number of residences they 
had listed for sale. among them 3816 Seminary A venue, the 
property here in question. It is not open to doubt that this 
. was the first information Mrs. Blanks or the- purchasers had 
that this dwelling- was on the market for sale, though Mrs. 
Blanks was acquainted with Mrs. Westerhold and had been in 
the house on a social occasion in the past. 
And on the night of the samel day there was a second nhone 
conversation, thi.s time between Mrs. Blanks and Mrs. Pleas-
.. '· 
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ants. It was thr,n arranged that Mrs. Blanks would· let Mrs: 
Pleasants know when the person for whom she was acting ar-
.. rived in Richmond, she being_ expected shortly. · 
page 100 ~ · ~on the ~aturday fallowing· these two· phone con-
. · versaHons on Thursday Mrs. Wilson arrived in 
Richmond. ·Mrs. Hlanks phoned ¥rs. Pleasants "Promptly 
about ·noon. OIJ. that day-and informed her that her inquiries 
had .been- on behalf of her sister, Mrs .. ,Vilson,-who had ar:. 
rived in -Richmond· that· morning. ··Mrs. Blanks turned the 
phone over t0 Mrs. Wilson,-· who proceeded to ·make an en~ 
gagement· for that afternoon to accompany Mrs. J;>le·asants in 
he"r>: car on a. tom· of_ inspection in the_ hope that· a suitablfi. 
aw·elling might be· located and acquired. 
It-should be mentioned that on the previous aftern~on, Fri-:-
day, June 30t11, Mrs.; Blanks, having. learn_ed . through . th~ 
broker' the day before that the· Wester hold i·esidence w~s f 01" 
sale, w~nt in her own car n.1 GOmp~ny wit~ her mother .an~ 
inspected the grounds anrl: exterior of ttie property. Thifi 
·wiis priori to th~ arrival .of Mrs. Wils~n _in_ the City._ . 
' .At the conclu~ion or her phone conversation with Mrs. Wil-:-
· fon o.n ·satur-d'ay _1\frs. Pleasant~. phone<! the Bank and talkeq 
,vith Godsey, one of its officers. She said she wanted to sho~ 
the VJ esterhold property to a prospective_ pur~h~~er. and .r~, 
quested 'that aii. officer of the.Bank meet her. there that after-: 
noon with the key. She was informed th:at Word, the Presi-
dent of the Bank, would be out ·of town and that no other 
officer was available to ·meet her .. Mrs. Plea~ants understood 
thaf 1\fr.·. Word would be out of town over the Fourth of July 
week-end and would not be available 'until. the following 
Wedn~s.day; Tuee:day being the Fourth._ This was what Mrs~ 
Pleasants understood; but what Mr.· Word intended to relay 
to her through Mr. Godsey was that he w.ould be out of town 
that Saturday afternoon. . · · 
_ On that afternoon Mrs. Pleasants pursuant to appointment 
came in he:r car and took Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Blanks and their 
. · . mother to see a number of properties, among them 
page 101 ~ the gronnds and exterior of .the Westerhold resi-
. · dence, 3816 Seminary. Avenue .. They .wer~ driv~ 
irig alo:ng·. Seminary . A venue and Mrs. ~Ia~ks_ .a~ke~ _her to; 
stop ·at that nropPrty. Mrs. Pleasants testifies that it was 
she and riot Mrs.· Blanks who initiated the stop. The differ-
encP is not deem(lrl a matter of moment, Mrs. ·Pleasants' in-
tention· to show that property to Mrs. Wilson being- estab-
1isl1P-d beyond aoubt by the fact of her phone call to the Bank 
(\arli~r iii tbe cfay as well as by her positive testimony. At 
nny rate Mrs. Pleasants did stop at the property, remarking 
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that they had it listed for sale at $16,000.00 but she had not 
been able to arrange to have the key until after the week-
end, explaining that it was being handled by a bank and could 
nqt be entered except in company with an officer of the bank. 
Mrs. Pleasants testified that she mentioned the name of the 
bank and said she had arranged to show Mrs. Wilson the in-
terior the following week; this is dented by Mrs. Blanks and 
Mrs. Wilson, but it is difficult to see how Mrs. Pleasants could 
have refrained from making the comment in view of her phone 
conversation with the Bank just an hour or so earlier and her 
determined intent to show that property to Mrs. Wilson at 
what she understood to be the earliest opportunity. 
The party of four then went upon the premises, viewed the 
grounds and planting in some detail, and went up on the 
porches and looked into the windows. They were there look-
ing over the property and discussing it for about half an hour, 
gaining information from Mrs. Pleasants about facts within 
her knowledge which were not known to Mrs. Wilson or her 
sister. Mrs. Wilson considered the price beyo:µd her means-
more than her husband would ever think of paying for a home 
-and for this reason expressed herself as •' not interested'' . 
in becoming the purchaser . 
. When they parted company that afternoon it was under-
stood that Mrs. Pleasants would communicate 
page 102 ~ with. the:r;n the following week; that much is cer-
tain, though whether there was a positive engage-
ment made to view the interior of 3816 Seminary at an hour 
to be fixed on the following ·w ednesday ( as Mrs. Pleasants 
testifies) or merely to continue the general search for a suit-
able residence for the. Wilsons ( as Mrs. Blanks and Mrs. Wil-
son testify), is in controversy. At any rate Mrs. Pleasants 
had no thought Qf abandoning her efforts to make a sale of 
a residence to Mrs. Wilson, whether it was to be the Wester-
hold property or another house. They parted with the mu-
tual understanding that their contact was not at an end but 
would be resumed after the week-end. 
That Saturday night the family naturally talked over the . 
situation and reviewed the events of the dav. Mrs. Blanks 
knew Mrs. Westerhold, liked the property and "talked it up"· 
They wondered if it mig-ht. not be bong-ht for less dire~tly 
from the hank. Mrs. Blanks then phoned a friend of Mr~. 
WP~terholcl and nut tbe question to him. She was g-iven to 
nndPrstand that the property could be got for less. She says 
she foarned the name of the Bank from this friend, thon~b 
:M: rs. Pleasants te~tified that she had mentioned the name that 
11ffernoon. This is not deemed material; both may be right, 
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as the name may have been mentioned and either not heard 
or forgotten,-because the plan to deal direct was not con-
ceived until that night, some hours after Mrs. Pleasants left 
them. 
Then Mrs. Blanks immediately called Mr. Word, the Presi-
dent of the Bank, and he agreed to meet them at the property 
the following day, Sunday, in the afternoon. They met ac-
. cordingly and the result of the. inspection and conversation 
was that on the next day, j\fonday, Mrs. Wilson made direct 
to the Bank a net cash offer in writing·. of $13,-
page 103 ~ 000.00. . _· 
At this point just what was said on the subject 
of broker's commission by Mrs. Blanks, Mrs. ··wnson and' Mr. 
Word while inspecti1:1g the property that Su11:day afternoon 
should be mentioned. Mrs. Wilson asked if a .cash offer of 
$13,000.00 would buy the property. Mr. Word, who occupied 
a position analogous to· that of owner, asked the natural que~-
tion-would there be real estate commissions to be paid f The 
reply was that no real estate agent "had· interested" them in 
the property", but it was true, they said, that they had been 
brought to the property the ·preceding afternoon by "a real 
estate agent". Mr. ·word did not pursue the subject. He 
did not ask who the agent was. This inquiry was· not made, 
though it was one that an owner, alive to his own interest, 
could hardly have refrained from making for his own pro_-
tection. It would have been a natural one to make under th~ 
circumstances, Mr. Word having listed the prope~ty with a 
number of agents and knowing that one of them (Godsey of 
course knew it was Mrs. Pleasants) had endeavored to make 
an appointment the 'day before to show the property. 
The $13,000.00 offer was laid before ·a Committee of the 
Ba~k __ and. rejected. Rapid negotiations· followed. Mr. Word 
and th~ Committee (its meetings were on Tuesdays and ThU:rs-
day~,-but Tuesday was - the Fourth and the Bank was 
closed) indicated that a verbal ·cash offer of $13,500.00 net 
would be_ a~cepta~le if confirmed in writing; and on· Thurs-
day, July 6, 1944, Mr. Wilson wrote from South Boston con-
firming his verbal offer over long distance phone of $13,500.00. 
net to the Court. This offer was reported to the Court by the 
Special Commissioner's report filed Monday, July 10th, 1944, 
and was confirmed (the purchaser having- waived notice of 
confirmation) by decree entered tbat day. 
page 104 }- In the meantime, whether on Monday, July 3rd. 
or on Wednesday; Jlilv 5th, is not-certain but 
the great preponderance' of.the evidence ·points to the latter, 
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to learn that she had not only been shown the property by 
Mr. Word on the preceding 8unday but had made a direct 
offer for ·its purchase. Mrs. Plea·sants phoned Mr. -Word at 
once and told him she had brought the property to the atten-
tion of Mrs. Wilson and had actually shown it to her, as much 
as she could without the key, on the preceding ·saturday; and 
she asked Mr. Word to protect ··her and her firm in respect to 
~ommissions.,-to which- Mr.· Word replied that he would do 
the best he could for her. 
Mr"' Word 1aid these facts before his Committee and the 
Bank's attorney, Mr. Haw, who was also the Court's Sp~cial 
Commissioner. · Apparently it was then and there 'decided 
that no broker's commissions had been. earned upon the sale; 
ut any rate· the Special Commissioner reported to the Court, . 
in his Report filed July 10th recommending acceptance of the 
$13,500.00 off er,- · · 
'' this offer is net without any· ·real estate commissions as it 
crune direct to the Savings.Bank and Trust Company without 
the intervention of any real estate agent." 
Upon this report and recommendation the Court entered the 
decree of .July 10th confirming the sale; but before any actiQn 
had been taken pursuant to that.decree-almost before the.ink 
.was dry upon the memo. of entry-. the broker brought to- the 
attention of the Court his claim for comrnissions. Being con:. 
vinced that the claim, whether valid or invalid, was presented 
in good faith, and it being apparent that it could be _pressed 
in no other forum_.;.that if no hearing·was had here none could 
eve.r be had-it was the. view of the Court that the decree of 
.· . confirmation had been entered under. a misappre-
·pag·e 105 } hension of. fact. The purchasers were put upon 
. . te~ms, either to submit the commissions question 
to the Court and abide the result, with appellate 'rights re-
served, or the d~ree of confirmation would be vacated .. The 
consent decree of July 15, 1944, under. which this controversy 
]1as been· heard was the result. · 
It is a concessum that the principles under which 'the. de-
cision is to .. be made are identical with those applicable to a 
private owner having similar transactions with .a real. ~state 
broker. It is as .if a purchaser, in order to make good.his net 
offer direct to the owner, had agreed to step into the _sho.es of 
the owner and indemni(v him against the broker's. claim. 
It .is the duty of the Court in this unusual situation not to 
·be .swayed by those delicate and scrupulous considerations 
'upon which the stability 0£ judicial sales rests; where the 
court of equity finds itself in the position of being at the 
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same time the ''owner'' making sale and the tribunal to pass 
upon the validity of its own.title, its own liability for commis-
sions ·and· other charges, and every other contest or question 
which may arise in connection with its sale. The stability of 
judicial sales and the confidence of purchasers and brokers in · 
the court of equity depend upon the fidelity and scrupulous 
impartiality with which the courts approach and pass upon 
such questions. It may be thought that a higher standard of 
dealing as respects a broker's rights may be expected of a 
court of equity, and of its agents and :fiduciaries, than is per-
mitted to obtain in the market place. But the anxiety of the 
court of equity to see to it that real estate brokers who serve 
it in performing its important function of selling lands of 
· those who are not in a position to act for themselves are prop-
erly compensate(} for their services, not only for the sake of 
justice in the particular case but also to the end that tho 
market for judicial s·ales may be as open and as 
page 106 ~ active as for private sales,-this anxiety should 
not be permitted to affect the approach to the de-
cision of this controversy. This Court has adopted what it 
believes t9 be a sound policy,-to compensate real estate 
brokers who produce purchasers under precisely the same . 
circumstances in which they would be compensated if the sale 
had been made for a private owner, and at tlie same rate. If 
a private owner would be liable under the established law of 
this Commonwealth in the circumstances disclosed by the evi-
dence, then the broker will be entitled to his commissions upon 
a judicial sale ; otherwise compensation cannot and will not 
be allowed. Equitable discretion beyond the limits of strict 
legal rights should not be exercised in such a matter. If an 
owner would not be liable at law, then the purchasers here, 
who have voluntarily assumed the position of owner in order 
. to acquire the property upon the terms of their offer, should 
not be held liable. 
The decision will be based upon these principles. And this 
brinp:s us to the consideration of the law upon the subject in 
Vire,inia. 
To earn his commissions upon a sale a real estate broker 
must effect that sale as its producing cause. He need not 
participate in all the events and negotiations but he must 
·show that he initiated a series of events which followed with 
continuitv, and without interruption or abandonment, and cul-
minated in causin~ the sale. 
We shall first test this case by this rule and then see if the 
res11Jt is negatived by, certain exceptions and qualifications 
of this rule. · 
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The purchaser, through her sister acting for her at lier re-
quest, first learned that the property in question was for sale 
throug·h this broker. Thls was the seed planted on Thursday. 
That it fell upon unusually fertile soil, the sister 
page 107 ~ having an acquaintance with the property already, 
was the broker's good fortune; seed~ do not grow 
in barren soil. The sister on that day said she would follow 
up the matter when the prospective purchaser arrived. The 
information received from the broker was the cause of the 
sister and her mother visiting the property alone on the next 
day, Friday, and looking at the grounds and exterior. The 
prospective purchaser phoning the broker the next day, Sat-
urday, and the showing of this property among others pur-
suant to appointment with the broker, followed as conse-
quences. Then came the phone conversations that same night, 
the inspection the next day of the premises with the repre-
sentative of the Bank, the direct offer the next following day 
of $13,000.00 net,-and so on, all while the iron was hot and 
almost without pause for breath, to the offer of the 6th, con-
firmed by letter received the 7th (Friday), reported and con-
firmed the 10th (Monday). · 
Who can say that the chain of causation was broken; or, 
if broken, when? The Court possesses no delicate psycho-
logical scales to weigh a state of mind and to ascertain when 
it reached a degree of intensity to be characterized as "in-
terested''. Courts can judge of a mental state most safely by 
inferences from a course of action. The course of their ac-
tions clearly indicates in this case that the purchasers, and 
Mrs. Wilson's sister actinp: for them. were ''interested'' in 
this property from the first moment the broker introduced it 
to them and informed them that it was on the market .. The 
Court so finds; and further finds that the interest thus quick-
ened by the broker, was nourished by its representatives a~ 
well as bv adventitious aids to the benefit of which it was 
fairly entitled, continued to grow. without interruption in th~ 
minds of the nurrhasers and without thought of abandonment 
of effort.bv the broker. · 
page 108 } · The g·eneral rule of procuring cause is SR tisfied. 
We must now inquire if this Court is bound by the 
Virginia authoriHPi;; to deny the hroker his commissionR be-
cause thiR 'case falls within certain exceptions and qualifica-
tionc:; of this doctrine of procurin~ cause. 
This waR a listin<? at a specified nrice. ffil6.000.00. There it~ 
stronQ" and imnressive JanP.:uage in four Virginia cases to sun-
port tbe "rule'' unon wbfoh the purchasers rely. This "rule" 
may be briefly thus stated: . 
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Where property is listed with a broker for sale at a named 
price the oroker wiil not earn his commissions until he pro-
duces a purchaser at that price, unless the owner wrongfully 
' interferes and thwarts the broker's efforts, thus preventing 
him from effecting a sale at the price at which the property 
was listed. 
But of course this exception is subject to the qualification · 
that if the broker produces an offer of a lesser price from a 
purchaser to whom ·the owner actually sells at that lesser 
pr~ce, then this acceptance by the owner of the broker's pur-
chaser at the lesser price operates as a modification by agree-
ment of the terms oi the listing, and the broker is entitled to 
commissions upon the price of that sale. 
The Court is inclined to the opinion that this rule of .spe-
cific listing at a,named price originally applied to cases where 
no sale was actually eff'ected. It is known to all th~t such a 
listing confers upon the broker no authority to enter into· a 
contract of sale so as to bind the owner to sell to the pur-
cha.ser at that price. The owner is in no way bound to the 
purchaser until he himself bas executed the contract. But 
the broker has performed his contract for commissions when 
he, under such a listing, produces a purchaser 
page 109 ~ ready, willing and able to buy at the named price·; 
and he has earned his commissions though the 
owner changes his mind and no sale results. But the broker 
is always at liberty to submit a lower off er ; but then his right 
to commissions depends upon a sale being made. If the owner 
accepts the lower offer, then the listed price passes out of the 
picture ; the listing is modified by such acceptance and the 
broker, is entitled to his commissions based upon the price ac-
cepted. 
And that such procedure was in contemplation in the in-
stant case does not depend, as it happens, upon the general 
practice so well known that the Court cannot close its eyes 
to it. The special commissioner's report filed July 10, 1944, 
shows that, in spite of the· fact that the propertv was never 
· listed with anyone except at $16,000.00, the Bank had received 
and considered an offer of $13,500.00 submitted through an-
other real estate agent. 
Wbatever courts may say in opinions that undertake to 
announce general rules of law~ it is reco~ized that the de-
cision turns upon the f"acts of that particular case; and such 
announced g-eneral rules must be read and considered ·in the 
light of the facts then before the co11r.t. Let UR nnw see if the 
f 01u Virginia cases which have built 1,n thP. ''rule'' in cases 
nf listing- at a stated price are not" readily distinguished from 
the case now under consideration in material factual aspects. 
I 
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Realty Cmnpany v. Barcum, 129 Va. 466: 
In this case thP broker never even showed the property; he 
offered to do so. but the purchasers were not sufficiently· ur-
terested by what the broker said to devote the time to take a 
view of the premises. It is obvious that they were not in the 
least "interested" by the broker. Their interest was first 
awakened by an independent and totally disconnected cause . 
.And after it was thus awakened the broker did 
page 110 ~ nothing to foster it; in fact, the broker had no 
contact with the purchasers at any time after their 
interest was aroused. 
Leicht-Benson Realty, de., Corp. v. Stone ft Co., 138 Va. 
511: 
Here the broker was held to be a volimteer quoad the ex-
change that was effected; '' so far as the proposition to ex-
change this property is concerned, the broker here was a m~re 
volunteer whose services were not accepted" (p. 514). 
The owner did nothing to interfere with or thwart the ef-
forts of the broker to effect a sale. .And so far as exchange 
was concerned, the owner not only did nothing to interfere 
with or t.hwart the ag·ent's efforts but he could not do so; the 
agent being, as respects exchange, a volunteer, whose proffer 
of his services was not accepted. · 
Mitchell v. Hu,qhes, 143 Va. 393: 
In this case the broker by his own misconduct concealed 
from his principal the fact that the purchaser was produced 
by him; and as a result of this wrongful suppressfon the owner 
made the sale ''in ignorance of the broker's connection with 
it," (p. 404). . . · 
This was the last case before the "ironclad rule'' was an:. 
nounced with italics in the Patton case, ne:;t to be taken up; 
yet.in the Mitchell case the Court said on page 403: 
'' The principal must act in entire good faith, and he cannot 
collusively or knowingly sell_ to his broker's customer, and 
by such interference .defeat the broker's right to effect a sale 
and earn his commissions/' · 
. Patton, &c., Inc. 1v. Garnett, 147 Va. 1009: 
Here in the expressions of Jude:e James L. McLeniore in 
the course of the opinion of the Special Court of Appeals it 
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- is said, and emphasized with italics, that the agent under a 
listing at a specific price cannot recover any com-
page 111 r missions unless it be shown that the owner inter-
' fered and by his interference prevented the agent 
from effecting a sale at the stated price. 
But this was dictitm. The decision of the case was distinctly 
put upon the ground that when the owner made the sale the 
agency had been terminated; that the principal had pre-
viously exercised, in good faith and without intent to deprive 
the broker of his commissions, his clear legal right to revoke 
the agency of the broker. It is upon this point of termina-
tion of the agency that this case is cited in Clarke v. Cosby? 
154 Va. 267, 279,-and this is the only citation of it in the 
Virginia Reports as shown in Shepard, through the July, 1944, 
pamphlet. 
The Court is of opinion that the decisions in all four of 
these cases really turned upon the distinguishing facts above 
pointed out; and none of t1iese facts, or anything similar to 
them, are present in the instant case. In the Barcum case the 
broker did not in point of fact "interest" the buyer; here he 
did. In the Leicht case the broker was a volunteer whose 
offer to try to .effect an exchange was not accepted; here the · 
broker was not a volunteer. In the Mitchell case the agent 
suppressed facts from his principal which it was his duty to 
disclose; there is no such suggestion in the.instant case. And, 
finally, in the P1JJton case, the broker's authority had pre-
viously been revoked by the owner, lawfully and in good faith; 
here, on the contrary, during the progress of the negotiations 
of the Bank ( occupying the position of "owner") the exist-
ence or the agency was recognized and the President of the 
Bank. told the broker he would do all he could to protect it in 
the matter of commissions. 
The ironclad rule announced in these dicta produces un-
tenable conclusions when pushed to its limits. To 
page 112 ~ illustrate: A broker having property for sale at 
$12,000.00 presents to the owner an offer· of $10,-
000.00, stating frankly that he is without the slightest hope 
of performirnt his ''contract'' by producin~ a purchaser at 
$12,000.00. The owner does not even bother to reject the 
offer, but hehinil the broker's back approaches the purchaser 
- and says. 'You bave offered $10,000.00. If I accept it I must 
pay the broker $500.00 by way of commissions. I will sell di-
rect to you for $9.750.00. This will save you $250.00, and wiU 
~avP. me a like amount. I am aware 'that I am interferimr 
,vith the broker but~ wiµ not, by his' own admission, thereby 
, I 
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prevent his effecting a sale at the listed price of $12,000.00 i 
so under the law of Virginia I will owe him nothing.' 
It is submitted. that the owner in the· supposed case, though 
within the literal limits of the ''rule·'' as promulgated in the 
Patton case, is b('yond the protection of the law. It is con-
fidently predicted that he will find it to be so when that case 
arises,-if in any right-thinking community it should arise. 
The conclusion is irresistible that the rule is too broadly _ 
stated. It has its limits in factual situations which were not 
before the Court or in contemplation when it was announced; 
announced by accretions of dicta through the series of four 
cases above mentioned,-pushed a little further each time 
until it culminated in a broad statement that of necessity 
breaks down when confronted with facts that make its appli-
cation intolerable. 
page 113 ~ The Court does not feel bound by a rule so 
broadly and generally stated' as dicta in cases so 
readily distinguished from the case under consideration in 
point of fact. The Court concludes that the facts in the in-
stant case take it from under the operation of that rule of 
law. . 
It is quite true that .the evidence here does not lead to the 
belief that the interference in the lawful efforts of the broker 
by the dealing over his head-or behind his back-prevented 
the broker from effecting a sale at $16,000.00, the price at 
which the property was listed with the broker. But was tbP 
broker not fairly entitled to bring in an offer at a lower :figur~ 
which the "O'\Yller" might accept-would be glad to accept? 
Another agent had submitted an offer of $13,500.00. Is there 
any reason to suppose that the ''owner'' would not have ac-
~epted $14,500.00,-or $14,200.00, which would just about have 
yielded the owne-r the net of $13,500.00, which he did accept,-
or, even $14,000.00, which would nearly have achieved that 
result! 
The "interest" engendered by the broker in the minds of' 
the purchasers grew with amazing rapidity and in the course 
of a few days became a zeal to buy. It was dum fervet opus 
that the purchaser sought to save money by dealing directly 
with the Bank; and the Bank not only joined in the interfer-
ence. without reluctance but did not even stop, thou~h warned, 
to inquire whether one of the brokers whose services it had 
solicited was the one who had been on the property the day 
before with these i:::ame prospective purchasers. 
It is as if tho Bank had actually known that the broker 
had been upon t11e prop~rty with the purchasers the day be,. 
fore; for the mesns of knowledge were ready at hand and a 
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simple inquiry would have elicited the fact. This inter£ erence 
by the ''owner'' was of course not fraudulent-the Court 
hastens to say this with emphasis; but it was, in 
page 114 ~ the view of this Court, wrongful in the sense that 
it was done without proper regard for the inter-
ests· of brokers whose time, effort and services had been fur-
nished at the express solicitation of the Bank. 
A decree may be prepared awarding the broker commis-
sions of Six Hundred Seventy-five Dollars ($675.00), which 
with the costs of this proceeding upon the broker's petition 
is to be paid by the purchasers. This decree will make thi~ 
opinion a part of the record. 
September 30, 1944. 
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